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| (N 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA\J
2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

l ,m 3---- -- ------- ---x
k) :'"

4 In the matter of a :
.

5 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : DOCKET No. 50-289
: (Restart)

6 (Three Mile Island U ni t 1 :

:
i 7---- ------------x
l

8 Northwest Office Building
First F1cor Hearing Room !

,

'

9 Harrisburg, Pe nn syl va nia

'

10 Friday, October 2, 1981
1

l11 Reopened evidentiary hearing in the

12 above-en titled matter was commenced, pursuant to notice,

13 a t 9:00 a.m.
\ (~h

\-) 14 BEFORE:

15 IVAN W. SMITH, Esq., Chairman,
t Atcmic Safety and Licensing Eoard
i 16

| GARY MILHOLLIN, Special Master,
'

17 Atomic Safety and Licensing Eoard

18 DR. LINDA W. LITTLE, Administrative Law Judge

19 DR. WALTER H. JORDAN, Administrative La w Judge

2C also presen t on behalf of the Boards

21 LAWRENCE BRENNER, Esq.
Administrative Law Judge

22 ' egal Advisor to the Roard

!

23 0n behalf of the Licensee, Metropolitsn Edison Company:

i 24 GEORGE F. TROWERIPGE, Esq.
ERNEST L. BLAKE, JR., Esq.

25 DELISSA A. RIDGWAY, Esq.

(|

l
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(-) 1 Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridce
1800 M Street, N.W. <

2 Washington, D.C. 20036

(''h 3 On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvanias
'd

4 ROBERT ADLER, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General

5 505 Executive House
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

6
On behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Aamodt

7
JOHN CLEWETT, Zs q .

8 The Christic Institute
1324 North Capitol Street

9 Washington, D.C. 20002

10 On behalf of Three Mile Island Alert:

11 LOUISE BR ADFORD

12 On behalf of Two Unnamed Pa rtles s

13 MICHAEL F. McBRIDGE, Esq.
[. ) LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby E MacRae
\'

14 1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

15
On behalf of One Unnamed Party:

16
DAVIP E. COLE, Esq.

17 Smith ?d Smith
2931 North Front Street -

18 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110

19

20

21

22

23

9 24

25

O
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5

6

7
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8

g -NONE-

10

11

12

13-

\ 14

15

16 Statement of Issues for reopened hearing proposed
by Licensee, The NRC Staff, The Commonwealth of

17 Pennsylvania, the Aamodts and TMIA.................. 23,122

18 Schc.' '.a for Reopened Proceeding.................... 23,187

19
Additional Minimum evidentiary presentations

20 specified by the Special Master at the
I Confarence of October 2, 1981....................... 23,187
| 21

|

|
22

|
| 23

i
! 24
|

25
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f) 1 EEQGEEDIEGS
x-

2 (9:00 a.m.)

/~ 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good morning, ladies and\j]
4 gentlemen. Before we proceed with the business at hand, I

5 would like to introduce Gary Milhollin who is a judge, an

6 administrative judge, on our panel and, as you know, will be

7 serving as a Special Master. Judge Milhollin, will you

8 stand ? And he will be taken over, as the notes indicated,

9 at the end of our session.

10 Also joining our unit as a legal intern is Ms.

11 Carole Kagan who will be working with the parties in this

12 reopened hearing. Ms. Kagan and larry Brenner is still with

13 u s , except you may have noticed a new aura of infallibility
,~s\
(
k 14 about Mr . Brenner. He is now an administrative judge on the

15 panel.

16 Are there any preliminary matters before we begin

17 the agenda f or this morning ?

18 (No response.)

19 We have some housekeeping matters. We had a v ery

20 dif ficult time findine this hearing space, and we expect

21 even creater difficulty in finding hearing space for the two

22 weeks or more of hearings that Judge dilhollin has

23 sched uled . We would a ppreciate it very much if we could

24 receive some help from the Commonwealth along that line. If

25 yoa have any idens, it would be

(3
|

1

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
1

1 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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|

3 1 helpful, we would appreciate it. |{u~j
|

2 Otherwise, our alternative is to rent space in a j

r~s 3 hotel or something of tha t na ture, which is not very
\ J ,

~

4 satisf actory. We have been denied the use of the Federal

5 District Court and the County Cour thouse and the Utilities

6 Commission, and just about everybody.

7 MR. ADLER: I w.ill look into it. It depends on the

8 dates.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, I know that is a problem. We

10 could really use help from the Commonwealth in that area.

11 MR. ADLEP: I will do my best.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH. The first item that we want to

13 discuss is the issue of confidentiality of the names of some

(n\
w./ 14 of the personnel involved in the subject matter of this

15 reo pened hea ring.

16 First, I want to report that at the request of the

17 Commission we have sent an unexpurgated copy of the

18 inves tiga tive reports to the Commission by way of the Office

19 of General Counsel. They understand that it is confidential

20 and will remain confidential until further order of the

21 Special Master of the Board.

22 The first determination as to the confidentialitr

23 issue to be made by Judge Milhollin; this is the one item

24 tha t we recognize at the outset as involving a permissible

25 interlocutory appeal to the Scard, and that is if Judge

b
w./

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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/~N 1 Hilhollin denies the request for confidentiality and orders
V

2 an open public hearing , he will entertain an immediate

p 3 appeal.

\)-
4 If we affirm denial of his order of denying if--

5 we affirm his order denying confidentiality, we will

6 f acilita te and perhaps even certify our own appeal to the

7 Appeal Board . In the meantime, until those steps, if

8 necessary, are accomilished, confidentiality will

9 maintined. Judge Milhollin will address that in particular

10 when he presides.

11 WE also accept former employees or, for that

12 matter, anyone who has an interest in the confidentia lity as

13 having standing in this reopened proceeding to seek it, and
O
\J 14 we have already had an appearance by LaBoeuf, Lamb,

15 representing parties asserting an interest in

16 confidentiality.

17 We have passed out a paper prepared by the :mard

. 18 which superimposes upon the filing by the joint parties on
l
i 19 the proposed and agreed upon issues in th e reopened

| 20 proceeding. The Board's comments are in brackets and in
,

I 21 deletions.

22 We regard our changes to the issues and to the

23 proposed issues as being tentative rulings, the way we

24 believe the issues should be formed for th e reopened

25 hea ring. We will take up the issues in order and hear

i l'%
N-]

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 arguments for and against our modifications or otherwise:

2 then we will recess, if necessary, rule upon the issues,

(^] 3 then return and announce our ruling,
v

4 As a general comment, we accept the broad issue as

5 defined by the parties. That we think is a good job, and we

6 are ruling now on specific issues under the broad issue.

7 We view the specf issues to be example issues.2

8 Jud ge Milho111n we have the authority to accept additional

9 issues under the broad issue, and to modify the specific

101scues which a re secepted by the Board. In fact, Judge

11 Milho111r. Will also have the authority, if the evidence

12 requires it, at his discretion to rei. state issues that we

13 have expressly not accepted.,-
t. ;

'- 14 In short, Judge P.11hollin will have the authority

15 to form the issues to the evidence as it is developed within

16 the boundaries of the broad issue.

17 We have also looked at the evidentiary plans that

18 the parties have submitted and decided which issues could be

19 accepted . The Board itself is not making any rulings now on

20 eviden tiary matters, except as the evidentiary may be

21 indirectly affected by our rulings on the issues.

22 I think a t this point we will insert a copy of the

23 Board 's tentative rulings on the issues into the transcript

91

24 f or obvious reasons, so that the discussion can be in ther

25 con text of the papers we a re discussing.

r%

.

|
|

[
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1 ( S t a c.emen t of Issues for Reopened Hearino Proposed

2 by Licensee, The NRC Staff, the Commonwealth of

3 Pennsylvania , the Aamodts a nd TMIA f ollows:)

4

5

6

7

8'

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

|

| 21

22

23

9 24

25

O
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i

STATEMENf OF ISSUES FOR REOPENED HEARING
'

b PROPOSED BY LICENSEE, THE NRC STAFF,
\. THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, THE AAMODTS AND TMIA j

.

..

.

A. Scope of Issues
.

.

.

The broad issue to be heard in the reopened' proceeding is the effect
.

of the information on cheating in the NRC April examination on the management

issues considered or left open in the Partial Initial Decision, recognizing~

.

that, depending on the facts, the possible nexus of the cheating incident in

the NRC examinations goes beyond the cheating by two particular individuals and

may involve the issues of Licensee',s management integrity, the quality of its

operating personnel, its ability to staff the facility adequately, its training
.

and testing program, and the NRC process by which the operators would be tested'

and licensed.'

Consistent with this broad issde the parties proposing this Statement

of Issues agree that the issues to be heard in this proceeding should include:

1. The extent of cheating by TMI-1 operator 1:tcense candidates
[onanyother]'

t

! on the NRC licensa examinations in April,1981, and ehe felle"h;;g

[or NRC-administered]
Companygexaminationsf[ including but not limited to the following3:!

| Kelh.y examinations (including Category T) in April,1980,

f
'

Category T make-up examinations subsequently administered

by the Company, and the ATTS mock examinations in early-

April, 1981.

2. The adequacy of the Staff's investigation of, and NRC response ,

,

to, the cheating incident and rumors of cheating in the April,

1981, NRC examinations [includingtheadequacyoftheStaff's *

grading procedures as set forth in Issue 103.

- - - _ - _ _ _ . _ , ~ _ . . _ - _ . _ . _ . , _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _
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3. The adequacy of Licensee's investigation of, and Licensee's

O res,ense te. cheatina er vess1h1e cheatina in the oe r.~

ek+tered Examinations listed in Issue (1) above.
i

' he di ::::--- -f4. The edequacy cf Linux;'s :::p:::: t: t

SELETE]
cheating and rumors of c n the NRC April, 1981

*^

.. . ::10::.
.

The extent of Licensee management knowledge of, encouragement5.
[ negligent failure to prevent)

,

NRCof,gnd/or involvement in cheating in the above mention

and Co=pany examinations.
w

6. The existence and extent of Licensee management involveme,nt' -

.

in cheating as alleged by the Aamodts in Paragraph 7 in

v response to the Board's' Order of August 20, 1981.

7. The existence and extent of Licensee management constraints

on the NRC investigation of cheating and rumors of cheating

in the NRC April, 1981, examinations.

8. The adequacy of Licensee management response to the incident

- in July, 1979, referred to in the I&E investigation report

and involving one of the two operators terminated as a result
:

of cheating on the NRC April,1981 examinations. -

2 / 9. The adequacy of Licensee's plans for improving the administra-

tion of future Company q'salification examinations for licensed

operators and candidates for oper: tor licenses, including the

need for independent administration and grading of such

\ exaninations.

__, _ _ _ , _ _ . . . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ , - _ , - - .__-
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(m\v)'
10. The adequacy of the administration cf NRC licensing evaminations

for TMI-l personnel, including proctoring, gradir.g, and safe-*.

(m,. guarding the integrity of examination materials; in addition, the
\_)

[ REDRAFTED] , adequacy of the Staff's review of the administration of Licensee's

Category T examin ations; also the adequacy of the Staff's plan for

retesting operators and monitoring its NRC examinations to assure

proper adherence to MRC testing requirements and to provide
.

reasonable assurance that TMI-1 can be operated safely.
,

11. The potential it:: pact of NRC examinations, including retestsi
.

and operator terminations on .the adequacy of staffing of

TMI-1 operations.
[and procedures]

12. The sufficiency of nanagement criteria for certification ofa

O
() operator license candidates to the NRC vich respect to the

integrity.ofsuchcandidates/ [and the sufficiency of the procedures
with respect to the competence of such candidates]. , ,

The Aamodts and TMIA propose tie following additional issues:

13. The extent of cheating by THI-2 operators on NRC licensed
[ REJECTED] ,

operator examinations.

14. The extent of cheating by TMI non-licensed personnel on Licensee

[ REJECTED] administered tests given sinca the THI-2 accident.

J 15. The contribution that inadequate training made to the cheating
.

,

REJECTED].
-'

incident.

'a

m

__ -. . -
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16. The sufficiency of management criteria for certification of -

but see operator license candidates to the NRC with respect to the
!

Osue 12] integrity and competency of such candidates.

17. The adequacy of the Staff's plan .for retesting operatorss.

[ ACCEPT and monitoring its NRC examinations to provide reasonablebut com_
bined and
limited in assurance that TMI-1 will be operated safely.
Issue 10]

.

O

t

: .
- _

_.

Oa
.
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I'i 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH We will take each issue
'

\J
2 sequentially. Turning to issue 1, I think the changes are

(') 3 obvious. The changes will be sharply limited, however, and
LJ

4 the limitations will become apparent when we take up a

5 discussion of proposed issue 13.

6 The purpose here is solely to make it clear that

7 Judge Milhollin need not limit his inquiry to only the main
.

8 tests; tha t is the only thing we are trying to accomplish by

9 our ruling c: issue 1. We are not saying that any other

10 test is ''y our modification of the issue necessarily germane

11 to ths spened proceeding. But we will come back to that

12 in more tetail when we get to proposed issue 13.

13 Mr. and Mrs. Aamodt, did you get a copy of the-

~~# 14 paper I am referring to?

15 MRS. AAMODT We have one copy, yes.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have an extra one if it would be

17 helpful to you.

18 MRS. AAMODTs It would be helpful, thank you.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Before we move on to issue 2,

20 bearing in iind the group will come back again to the same

21 discussion on issue 13, proposed issue 13, is there any

22 discussion on issue 1 as we have modified it?

23 MR. TROWBRIDGE: r. Chairman, I would ask that we

9 24 take a short recess to give us an cpportunity to real.1 7

25 inspect this.

/O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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(^)3
1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The entire --

x_

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: The entire document.

r^) 3 CH AIRMAN SMITH: All right, I think that is;

'\ )
4 a ppropriate, yes. I might say, however, that until you have

5 an opportunity to hear the Board 's comments , which include

6 limitations on the meaning of our modifications, your

7 perusal of the document may not be satisfactory.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I understand that. Nevertheless,

9 it would enable us to raise questions for the Eoard.

10 CHAIEMAN SMITH: All right, let's take a recess

11 until the parties call us, but no more than 20 minutes.

12 (A short recess was taken.)

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I neglected to ask the Aamodt
O
'N J 14 f amily representative to identify himself on the record. He

15 did off th e reco rd ; would you do it on the record, sir?

16 XR. CLEWETT: Yes, sir, my name is John Clevett, I

17 am working with a group called the Christic Institute in

18 Washing ton , D.C.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Are you an attorney, sir?

20 MR. CLEWETT: Yes.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Are you serving as an

22 a ttorney?

23 MR. CLEWETT: Yes.

24 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Then you rhould file a notice of

25 appearance.

f~
(\)

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(O"T
1- MR. CLEWETT Yes, I have mailed one to the

2 Commission. I have copies of that, if you would like.

("} 3 CHAIRFAN SMITH: Just make a temporary notice of
\_/

4 appenrance. What bar are you a member of?

5 MR. CLEWETT: The District of Columbia and

6 Calif ornia.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you give us your mailing

8 address and phone number?

9 MR. CLEWETTa Yes. It is 1324 North Capitol Street

10 in Washington, 20002.

11 CHAIR AN SMITH: Telephone number?

12 MR. CLEWETT Area code 202, 797-8106.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Thank you.

14 In retrospect, I think it would have been better- - -

15 bef ore the recess to have gone through the Board's reasoning

16 on all of the modifications of rulings. It would have been

17 a more efficient recess for you, and I think it is better
i
'

18 now that you have in context all of our ideas before we take

19 them up individually because it may affect your posi'.lon on

20 any one particular issue.

21 So let's Troceed that way. Go through our rulings,

22 then we will return to individual issues for individual

23 discussion.

24 As I indicated, the administration -- we have
,

25 already explained the modification for issue number 1.

|

|

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(Q
'4 1 Issue number 2 has added in the copies you received the

2 language , quote, " including the adeq uacy of the staff's

/~3 3 grading procedures ts set forth in issue 10." I believe
U

4 tha t that addition confuses the issue and I think it should

5 be deleted and the issue should remain as it originally was

6 agreed upon by the parties.

7 The thing that we were trying to identify there is

8 that the adequacy of the staff's investigation into the

9 adequacy of the staf f 's gra ding procedure would have been

10 germane to the proceeding and I do believe it is, but I

11 think that the addition there tends to confuse the issue and

12 it is better to just leave it out.

13 We have combined issue 4 into issue 3, and this is
,

( \,

\J 14 ind eed a te n ta tive ruling because we could have used, I

| 15 believe, an indication in the first instance of why issue 3

l 16 and issue 4 differ. It seems if we delete in issue 3 the

17 words " company administered" the need for issue 4 coes away.,

!

18 We rec Jnize that the Licensee has made t:1e point

19 in its filings that it believed then tha t a concurrent

20 company investigation into the subject matter of the alleged

21 cheating might have interfered with the NBC investigation.

22 We understand that point. If this is the rationale of the

23 dif fering issues, we would like that explanation or any

24 other explanation that the parties could offer as to what

25 the dif f erence is, and we will come back to that.

/'_ \
|
|
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( ) 1 Issue 5 we have added the language, quote,

2 " negligent failure to prevent" and I think that that does

(~) 3 not require any f urther explana tion on our pa rt.
'O'

4 Judge Milhollin has some questions in an effort to
|

5 clarif y some portions of issue 6.

6 Issue 10 is one that is potentially troublesome,

7 and we should spend some time discussing that this morning.

8 We have incorporated important aspects of proposed issue 17

9 into issue 10 in that the substantive adequacy of t.he

10 operator test, NRC operator tests, are placed in the issue.

11 A nd we believe that that modification requires an

12 explanation because we recognize that the substance of the

13 NBC examinations does not have a clear nexus to the issue of
;
''' 14 cheating . And it is, of course, the issue of alleged

15 cheating which has been the sole basis for reopening the

16 evidentiary record.

17 We think that with the very sharp limitation that

> 18 ve are imposing on the permissible inquiry into the
)

19 substance of the examinations, our reasoning I hope will

20 become clea r. The inquiry into the substance of the

21 examinations will be limited to permit evidence on whether

22 the NRC exams are, because of their content, amenable to

23 cheating or otherwise subject to defeat of their intended

9 24 purpose .

25 The subissues that we can identify, and the only

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 55/ : '5
.

. .
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1 subissues that now we can identify by our own imagination as{}
2 might ha ving merit under this subissue, is whether because

3 of the content of the examinations the examination can be(^)
'

,

4 passed by use of crib sheets, by memorizing stock

5 boilerplate answers, or by pre-identification of the

6 questions either by coaching on previous questions which

7 would indicate perhaps an insuf ficient bank of questions, or

8 by a lack of safeguards; for example, multiple sequential

9 sessions of the same examination.

10 We have tried to keep issue 10 intact and add only

11 modifications, but by the time we acconplised that it was

12 necessary to rewrite it in its entirety. So although we

13 will permit, under our tentative ruling, a limited inquiry()\- 14 into the substance of the NRC exams, it is only for the

15 limited purpose of testing whether the purposes of the exam

16 can be defea ted.

17 We most pa rticula rly do not wa n t a detailed inquiry

18 int o whether the exam content is correctly designed to test

19 operators on their general competence, or relitigation of

20 the overall issue of the adequacy of training. For example,

21 the proposed e vid e n tia ry plan by the Aamodt family en

22 proposed issue 17 includes things which would be a

23 relitigation , which we will not permit, subject to the

24 broader rulings that we had made with respect to the Special

25 Master's discretion.

'

r')
q)
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/~T 1 Our concern, as we stated, is that there not be aC
2 relitigation of the adequacy of training or the adequacy of

(~~3 3 the exam content to test competency. Our concern is whether
Nj

4 the purpose, which we assume to be testing on the competence

5 of the operators, can be defeated by the nature of the |

6 questions.

7 This subissue is a discretionary one; it is not

8 mandated by any of the rules of reopening procedures, and

9 accordingly , we and Judge Milhollin will exercise very

10 strong authority a nd discretion to prevent a general

11 litigation or a relitigation, it migh t be said, on the

12 relationship between the quality of the NRC test and the

13 operator competence.

's-) 14 Now, I stated this idea in one way or the other

15 three or four times. I am af raid I may have bored you with

16 i t . But it is necessary tha t we repeat and stress what we

17 view as a very important limitation on this. Judoe

18 Milhollin has consulted with us on the formulation of these

19 issues, and he agrees with this approach to issue 10 as we

20 have tentatively modified it.

! 21 Issue 12 has also been ma terially modified by the

22 Board. '4e have made our own addition to the issue by

23 including management procedures and by including the

I 24 subissue of conpetence of the examination candidates, and

25 this modification should be well understood by the parties

( ';
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,

( '). 1 in its limitations.
%

2 'J e h a v e , by design, broken the issue into two

JX 3 sections so that only the procedures, not the criteria, for~

()
4 certifying car.41 dates with respect to competency will be at

5 issue. Here again, we will not entertain a new litigation

6 into the criteria f or opera tor competence, but we will

7 permit a narrow litigation on whether the procedures, as

8 compared to criteria, for assuring that candidates are

9 competent to stand for NBC exams can be defeated. For

10 example, by cheating on company-administered exams and other

11 devices which we refe red to with respect to limitations and

12 the permissible scope of inquiry under issue 10.

13 Did I use the word incompetent instead of
/,_

'xs' 14 com petent? I do not r'ecall where I used it, but I intend to

15 ref er to com petency instead of incompetency throughout my

16 remarks.

17 Issues 13, 14 and 15 are rejected as issues

18 sta nding alone, but will be considered to a very limited
|

19 degree as evidentiary issues or subissues where close

20 relevance to the broad issue or any other accepted issue can

21 be demonstrated.

22 This ruling means that the licensee need not put on

23 an af firmative case on rejected iscues 13, 14 and 15, nor

24 will the Board or Judge Milho111n permit a general discovery

25 eff ort on these rejected issues. Discovery may be had only

1 ,,
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~() 1 where the discovering party has evidence in hand which
v

2 demonstrates that discovery might produce additional

(' ; 3 evidence relevant to the broad issue and/or an accepted

V
4 issue, or where other persuasive reason demonstrates that

5 discovery might be productive within the limits of our

6 ruling.

7 We have thoroughly considered the evidentiary

8 discovery plans submitted by the Aamodt tamily wi th respect

9 to these rejected issues, and find no reason in their

10 evidentiary plan to accept rejes .e d issues 13, in and 15 as

11 issues in this reopened pruceeding.

12 We wish to emphasize, however, tha t Judge Milhollin

13 is not f oreclosed from acce, ting evidence falling into the
,s

!
\'x > 14 categories of rejected issues 13, 14 and 15 if the evidence

15 justifies the inquiry into the broad issue.

16 An example of how this could happen was oiscussed

17 among the Board members and Judge P.ilhollin in arriving at

18 this conclusion. For example, if the Aamod ts establish on

19 their own that cheating by non-licensed p e r'oo n n el together

20 with other evidence has established tha t licensee 's
21 management encouraged, condoned or negligently permitted

22 such cheating of non-licensed personnel, a question could

23 arise then as to whether that same management performed in

24 the same fashion with respect to licensed personnel.

25 That is just an example of how we would ree tha t

*
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1the rejected issue could, in the e viden tiary sense, be
}

2 brought into application to issues that we have accepted.

c; 3 Incidentally, when it comes time to discuss these

L~]
4 particular issues, I will go over our reasoning as required

5to refresh your memories of it and bring it back into

6 context. I realize my remarks are rather lengthy, and I

7 wish tha t we could have provided our reasoning in advance in

8 writing, but that was not possible.

9 The ruling on rejected issues 13, 14 and 15 we

10 recognize could have some relevance to the broad issue,

11 relevance in time and subject matter, but we felt that the

12 relevance in time and the relevance in subject matter is too

13 remote to permit an unrestrained litigation as separate

\J 14 issues and to permit a discovery program.

15 In sum, we are exercising our judgment and

16 discretion to cut off litigation before the threshold of

17 rejected issues 13, 14 and 15. Judge Milhollin specifically

18 agrees , too, with our ruling and the rationale for our

19 ruling on these issues.

20 Issue 16 is rejected for the reasons stated in our

21 modifica tion of accepted issue 12. And Issue 17 is lim ite d ,

22 as we indica ted, a s limited in issue 10; is incorporated

23 into accepted issue 10.

24 Now, if it pleases the parties, we will begin again

unless you25 with issue number 1, and we will call upon --

'
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/^', Ihave preference to the contrary we will call upon each of--

U
2 these discussions counsel for Licensee, Intervenors,

r'N 3 Commonwealth and finally, the Staff, in that order.

O
4 Mr. Trowbridge.

5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we are now talking

6 about issue 1, correct?

7 CHAIR /.AN SMITH: Yes, sir.

8 MR. TROWERIDGE: Let me explain some problems we

9 have in understanding the scope, and let me sugoest what

10 literally the scope of this might include.

11 Let me say as a preliminary matter that in drafting

12 1 bef ore , as f ar as company examinations are concerned, we

13 attempted to cover what we call qualification examinations
ps
\J 14 and the mock examina tions given to prepare people for the

15 ex0rcise, the NRC test.

16 And those are included, as far as we are concerned,

17 in issue 1 at the present time, with the exception of the

18 requalificatien, the make-up tests on the Kelly non-Category

19 T exams. That has been the subject of a special

20 communication between myself and Mr. Aamodt, copies of which

21 t he Board has, and they might well come to be added to the

2211s t .

23 If added, that would complete what we would regard

24 as a list of qualificatione, tests and mock exams given to

25 TMI-1 operator license candidates since the accident.

*rm
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(~) 1 I might add the words "since the accident" now; it
V

2 is no longer in the wording here. Wie did not need to put it

3 in, "since the accident", since we named only examinations~-s

(V
4 that occurred since the accident. But as prrsently phrased,

5 issue 1 could be considered to go back indefinitely in time

6 to THI-1 's existence. We have a problem with all

7 company-administered examinations, going beyond the

8 qualifications tests and mock tests.

9 We have an extensive program, a training program,

10 and have had a for a long time. There are weekly quizzes,

11 say , associated with this program; some of them are

12 exercises, some of then are open-book exercises, some of

13 them are closed-book exercises, take home, some are given in
r~;
(N l' 14 classrooms. These are much of the function of the quizzing

15 to see whether training is getting across or not.

16 They are not the exam given at the end to test, all

17 right, how -- now this is it -- how well have you absorbed

18 it very much. And we would have as a practical matter an

19 enormous dif ficulty, I think, in finding how many of these

20 exist and producing them, and in knowing precisely what it

21 was we should produce.

22 So I had suggested th e term " qualification" or

23 " mock examinations" he included in issue 1.

24 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Would you repeat the last thing?
,

25 MR. TROWBRIDGE. I am suggesting that the terms

'
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(N 1 " qualifications" and " mock examinations" be incorporated in
V

2 issue 1.

r3 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As a Iimiting f ac tor?
( )
'~'

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: As a limiting factor as far as

5 company examinations go.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is --

7 MR. TROWERIDGE: As to --

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Wait a minute.

9 (Board conferring.)

10 I think we need to dwell on this point just a

11 moment. Wha t is -- give me again the qualifying items.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I have not well, I would put,--

13 j ust dra f ting it --
7-
k-) 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, you said it clearly; I just

15 did not write it down.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGE: All right, let me try this.

17 Ouo te, "or any other compan y-administered qualification or

18 mock examinations since the accident or NRC-administered

19 examinations since the accident." I am drafting very
i

20 quickly , Mr. Chairman, but that would convey my thought.

| 21 let me add also, I mentioned the weekly quizzes.
l
'

22 le t me mention some more problems. There a re tests of one

23 kind or another that may be given to virtually all personnel

24 on the site. There are tests not directly concerned with

25 licensed operators, but which licensed operators may have to

'

(~~V)
|
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(') I take along with others.
V

2 There are -- I am going to give you some examples

(~] 3 of the kinds of tests, and I am talking about written tests
' 8_)

4 although there are oral tests as well, perhaps in some of

5 these ca tegories. There are general, what I would call

6 radiation protection, elementary do 's and don' ts about

7 radiation if you are in a nuclear plant tha t are given to

8 everybody. And that includes the licensed operators. They

9 are not peculiar to licensed operators.

10 And then there are more elaborate tests for

11 radiation protection f or radiation workers, which would

12 include licensed operators. We are talking about tests

13 where you include everybody including contractor personnel,
/~N
\) 14 since the -- the two and a half years following the-

15 acciden t. It is something in the neighborhood of 11,000 or

16 12,000 tests, as f ar as radiation protection tests are

17 concerned.

18 Some of the personnel we are talking about would

19 f all in the ca tegory of supervisors and there are special

20 tests administered to supervisors. The training department

21 has estimated that there ha ve been some 620 supervisor tests

22 in the two and a half yea r period I am talking about. I

23 could not tell you how many of these involved licensed

24 personnel and how many of them did not. But certainly, some

25 of them would have.
'
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) 1 There are tests for workers trained to use
(~Jx

2 respirators; written tests. These would include at least

r 3 some licensed personnel.m

b
4 Coing back to what I call the general employee

5 training which everybody 4+ts, I nentioned basic health

6 physics.

7 CHAIEMAN EMITH: Well, Mr. Trowbridge, we recently

8 have written a decision which describes many of these, and I

9 think, you know, we are aware of the breadth and the

10 magnitude of the testing on the training program. Your

11 point is well understood.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: All right. My last comment on the

13 sco pe , just so the Board understands the NRC-administered
,

( :
'

'> 14 examinations, whereas issue 1 was phrased solely in terms of-

15 the April 1 e xa min a tio n s . Assuming that this issue were

16 limited to NRC-administered examinations since the accident,

17 there would be included I think a total of two examinations;

18 one involving seven candidates and one involving four. --

1.9 a n d I do not ; ouch for the total accuracy of those figures

20 but that is my oresent understanding -- for people who came

21 along in th( peline while TMI-1 was down but nevertheless

22 had to be licensed to be in the control room at TMI-1.

23 These would be, for the mcst part, people who were

24 becoming RO's for the first time, but at leact to my

25 recollection there were at least two that were jumping from

*
/^N
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("'j 1 RO 's to SRO 's. So the NRC did give license examinations to
V

2 these 11 individuals and what they got

~x 3 out of it was ostensibly a cold license to operate the plant
(V

4 in a shu tdown condition.

5 So I want the Board to be aware -- these are not

6 large group examinations as were involved in April, but they

7 a re NRC examinations administered, as I understand it, to a

8 group of seven and a group of four.

9 I would like to add just one further observation

10 bef ore stopping. I think when you include the company

11 examinations tha t are listed here and the NRC examination in

12 April, you have an enormous sampling of examinations

13 suf ficient, in our view, to give an indication of the issues
q
\J 14 t h a t might be involved and their impact on management

15 training or other management issues.

16 We estimate that between the NRC e xar,ina tions, and

17 particularly the company examinations, when you add up the

18 individual q uestions, you are probably already talking about

19 10,000 questions. That seems to us a rather large samplino

20 which has a bearing on how many more examinations we ought

21 to be going into; how many more --

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I want to remind the pa rties of

23 the purpose of the Ecard's appearance here today. We

l 24 could have issued an order accepting th e broad issue at.'

25 allowed it to Judge Milhollin to accept the specific issues

'
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/^T 1 within that category. But we believed that it would be
U

2 helpful if the Board itself addressed immediately the

(~s 3 possit <- realm of issues so that there would be no question

\u-)
4 about whetaer Judge Milhollin har jurisdiction over these

51- s, and we believe it would facilitate his task, which

6 is going to be a d' fficult one as it is._

7 Our modification of issue 1 in the face of uniform

8 agreement by the parties was not really necessary. It was

9 to make it clear that Judge Milho111n will ha ve the

10 authority to conform the issues to the evidence as it is

11 developed, and that he is not foreclosed from considerlag

12 other examinations as appropriate.

13 We had not intention, as we discussed, with respect
,,
e

\ >\ 14 to issue 13 to permit an unrestrained discovery effort which
!
'

15 would flush out all of the examinations that could

16 conceivably be incorporated into tha t modification.

17 Ms Bradford?

18 MS. BRADF0FD: Mr. Smith, I would prefer that the

19 Aamodt's argue when we get to issue 13 which is our

20 particular issue.

| 21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Who is going to speak?
|

22 MR. CLEWETT: I guess I will. At least initially,

!

23 Your Honor.

24 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am unable to hear, Mr. Chairman.

25 MR. CLEWETT I am sorry. I indicated, at laast

'
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(')- 1 initially, that I would like to address this. Cur reaction
x_

2 is -- and we appreciate your comments that it is primarily

r'~T 3 to Judge Milhollin to conform the issues to the evidence a s
L.)

4 it comes out. But we would just like to state for the

5 record that if the issues are going to be the extent of

6 cheating and whether or not the management of the licensee

7 has f allad to create an atmosphere such that cheating does

onot occur, it may well be necessary to examine some of these

9 other tests.

10 Now, we do not have the resources to examine 11,000

11 or 12,000 or however man; tests there may have been. But we

12 would urge the Board slize the view of the licensee as

-
13 to wha t the pr per of sampling is, is not an

I ')' '
14 especially relev'n. riew.''

15 There may well be some conflict of interest there,

16 and we would hope that in order to help the Board in

17 add ressing these issues, that we would be able to follow the

| 18 evidence where it goes. And I guess that is our main point.

19 So that we feel it would not be appropriate to

20 f orbid #.he inquiry into some of these other examina tions,

21 nor would it be appropriate to forbid any inquiry into any

22 examinations that may have been given before the accident,

23 because if there was a pattern of pervasive cheating that

24 Vis already in existence before the acciden t, that also

25 would be useful information.
'
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O''~l 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

2 MR. ADLER: The Commonwealth agrees entirely wi th

(') 3 the Board's position that Judge Milhollin's jurisdiction
'v'

4 should not be limited to examinations since the TMI-2

5 accident. We do not understand what relevance the TMI-2

6 accident has as a starting point in terms of the issue of

7 management competence and management administration of exams.

8 We believe, however, that the licensee's point

9 regarding the number of examinations, if you include quizzes

10 and so forth, is voluminous and we do not believe that the

11 litigation should proceed to tha t extent, to examine every

12 single exam or quiz that has ever been issued by the

[_
13 licensee . We believe that is almost a given.

\

'"''
14 However, whenever there is some evidence of

15 cheating on any exam given to TMI operators, if there is a

16 threshold determina tion or threshold showing, eviaentiary

17 showing , we believe tha t issue would be ripe for hearing.

"

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Mr. Swanson?

19 MR. SWANSON: Ms. Swartz will be addressing this,

20 Your Honor.

21 ZS. SWARTZ: The staff believes that cetting into

22 examinations before the accident is really too remote. The

23 entire restart proceeding was dea'.ing with events that

9 24 perhaps led up to the accident o r events that had a direct

25 nexus to the accident. There does not seem to be any reason

'
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~; 1now to go before thats events before the accident would seem(V
2 to us to be too remote.

- 3 For another thing, there is no evidence tha t there(3
\~)

4 was any cheating on any exams before, and the point that the

5 Board made that if intervenors can independently come up

6 with eviden ce that would indicate there had been cheating,

7 then perhaps it is a matter for the Board to get into or

8 Judge Milhollin to get into. But until that time, it would

9 be a fishing expedition that should not be allowed in this

10 reopened proceeding.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, let's move on to issue

12 2. I see no need to discuss it since the modification first

13 contemplated by the Board has been deleted.

p)
\s 14 Now, if we could have an explanation by the parties

15 as to the distinguish between issues 3 and 4 and the

16 adequacy or inadequacy of our modification, it would be very

17 helpf ul.

| 18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, this was my initial
1
1

19 draf ting effort. There is no explanation. They could well

i 20 have been included together, just as the Board has done. My

21 thought processes took them one at a time.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ckay, all right. Perha ps we saw a

23 difference that did not exist. Does anybe6y else wish to

24 comment on that, the Board modification of issues 3 and 4?

|

25 MR. CLEWETT. Can we ask for just a brief pause

'r 'x
N]
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.

(l 1 while we look at this once again?
wJ

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

(~'s 3 (Pause.)
V

4 MR. CLEWETT Your Honor, I think to the extent

5 that there ever was a distinction, it was more a historical

6 one in terms of how these were drafted originally, but

7 especially since the April NRC examination is included in

8 iss ue ' 1, we do not see any reason why they should ever have

9 been distinct.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. The modification. to issue

11 5; is there an objection to tha t addition? That is, the

12 adding of, quote, " negligent f ailure to prevent" cause to

13 the issue?
f
s |
V 14 (No response.)

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You have no objection?

16 MR. TROWERIDGE: We have no objection. I'm not

17 sure it is necessary to comment.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I assumed that none of the pa rties

19 would ha ve an objection to that.

20 XR. CLEWETT That is right.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Dropping down, ti, e n , to issue 10 --

22 MR. TROWRRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, on issue 10, our

23 principal '.s with the last phrasing, "to provide reasonaLle

| 24 assurance that TMI-1 can be operated safely." If I

25 correctly u- ierstood the Chairman's explana tion , this is not
,

! v
|
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m 1 to be a re-evaluation of the substance or the value of NRC
(d'

2 examinaticas and the questions testing what they purport to

f- 3 test; but ra ther, an inquiry into the possibility that the
\ /
''' 4 questions lend themselves --

5 MR. CLEWETT Excuse me, we are also having

6 dif ficulty hesring.

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am sorry, let me restate that.

8 It was our understanding of the Chairman's explanation --

9 I'm sure you will correct me if I'm wrong -- that this

to rephrased issue is not intended to open up for re-evaluation

11 the substantive value of NRC examinations, the adequacy of

12 the questions or to test the competency of operators, for

13 e xa mple . But rather, it was an effort to allow the
p
\s) 14 particular questions to ce examined from the standpoint of

15 whether they leant themselves to cheating or abuse from --

16 through memorization of prepared materials.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHS As an example.

18 MR. TECWBPIDGE: A s an example. My comment on that

19 is that I think it is possible, if that is what the Board

20 h a s in m in d , to redraft that last clause to say just that,

21 and eliminate future wrangling ovtr what is intended to be

22 encompassed within that last clause.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH The intervenors?

24 MF. CLEWETT: Your Honor, we think that it was

25 quite clear what the import of the Board's comments was.

'
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(~' 1 Certainly, the staff's plan for retesting operators and
%

2 monitoring its examinations is designed to assure proper

(1 3 adherence to testing requirements and to provide assurance

V
4 that the opera tion will be safe.

5 I do not think that the addition of these clauses

6 detracts from the basic thrust of the meaning of what the

7 Board is interested in. I think that it would stand as it

8 is.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH The problem, as I see it,

10 expressed by M r. Trowbridge is that we have approached issue

1: 10 by adding a very broad modification, then limiting the

12 broad modification by our cral remarks. And he proposes

13 tha t the issue should be, by its express language,

( i
N/ 14 indicative of the limitations, which I think has merit.

15 I cannst recall offhand now what our reasoning was

16 to approach it in that exact language except it seemed to be

17 con venient . There was language there which was easily

|
18 picked up, placed in the issue, and which Jould reach the

| <

| 19 inquiry as we saw it to be as limited.

20 Let's hear from the rest of the parties, then we

|
'

21 will take under advisement the recommendation.

22 MR. CLEWETT The part of the reason why that

23 language appeared in 10 might have been because of the

24 original wording of issue 17.
i

|
25 CHAIPMAN SMITH That is exactly right. That is

-
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1 where we got it, and to tha t extent, we indicated on your

2 issue sheet that we have accepted issue 17 as limited by

s 3 10. But the limitation of 10 pretty well -- very, very
( \

\J
4 sha rply limits what would have been 17; very sharply limits

5 it.

6 MR. CLEWETT4 We would be amenable to discussing

7 any clear statement of exactly what the Board indicated.

8 But I would like to point out that without ha ving in front

9 of me all of exactly what the NRC testing requirements are,

10 it might well be possible that cheating could still

11 technically be the testing requirements, bat have an effect

12 tha t would cause the operation of the plant to be unsafe. I

13 m ea n , a t least in theory.

/~h
NJ 14 I cannot specify exactly how that might happen, but

15it seems reasonable to include the basic kernel of what one

161s af ter, which is saf e operation.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This parallels our particular

|
18 concern, as you stated it, but not quite as broad. That is,

|
! 19 we were concerned that there is a possibility, without

20 knowing until we hear the evidence, that the NRC testing

21 requirements could be met and yet, the substantive purpose

22 of the examina tion could be defeated by some mechanism in

|
23 the examples which we gave but not to a full inquiry into

24 whether the substance of the test is deficient to train

| 25 operators adequately to protect the public health and

'
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('} 1 saf ety. That is another statement of our concern.
As

2 We will give you an opportunity to discuss, in the

3 context cf issue 17, whether or not we are correct in the.t(m3
.A

4 limitation. We might just as well take th a t opportunity

5 now. If you disagree with us on the limita tion of the

6 inquiry into the content of the examination, now is your

7 opportunity to express your disagreement.

8 MR. CLEWETT: May we take just a moment?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yas.

10 (Pause.)

11 MR. CLEWETT Your Honor, we have no objection at

12 this time.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: To tha t limitation?

\/ 14 MR. CLEWETT To that limitation.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

16 MR. ADLER: The Commonwealth agrees with the issue

17 as limited by the Board.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Es. Swart =?

19 MS. SWARTZ: The staff also agrees with the wording

20 a s it is but seeks a couple of clarifications.

21 One, in the second line talking about including

22 proctoring, grading and safeguarding the integrity, the

23 staff wonders if by grading, does the Board mean that in the

24 w ay the staff grades it also, along with marking A, B, C, D,

25 do they also check for chea+1ng? Is that what you mean by

.
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(~') 1 grading?
v

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, that is precisely what we

3 mean.p)\_
4 MS. SWARTZ As opposed to a substantive inquiry

5 into how it is they go about the grading?

C CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is right.

7 MS. SWARTZs And the other?

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Excuse me, let me hedge that.

9 That is, this has been a collegial project getting this

10 language , and that is my impression of it. And I will see

111f my colleagues confirm that impression. That is how I

12 recall it.

13 MS. SWARTZ: Fine.

)x' 14 The other question we have, or sta tement we would

15 like to make, is it is our understanding that adherence to

16 NBc testing requirements provides reasonable assurance tha t

17 TMI can be operated safety.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Then you would not have any

19 quarrel with out issue.

20 MS. SWARTZ No, we do not. We are just expressing

21 our point that we do not really need the "a nd . " NRC testing

22 requirements -- adherence to NRC testing requirements

23 provides reasonable assurance that TMI can be operated

24 saf ely.

25 CHAIREAN S ITH: That is very helpful, Ms. Swartz,

I'lv
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(] 1 I am glad you stated that. You can see why the Board might
<>

2 have inf erred to the contrary. When you agreed -- the

f '3 3 parties agreed on issue 10 but not on issue 17, which we saw^

V
4 was the major dif f erence.

5 MS. SWARTZa Right. I believe the reason we did

6 not agree on issue 17 was for that precise reason, that we

7 wanted to look at the NRC testing requirements and not the

8 broader issue of whether TMI will be operated safely.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHa I think, then, th a t you have

10 agreed with the Board's formulation of the issue.

11 MS. SWARTZa Right.

12 The last thing we would like to say is we are not

13 sure why 17 has to stay in. We think 17 is completely
/7
kJ 14 subsumed in issue 10 and 17 should be deleted.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Exactly. We could have just as

16 easily have said 17 rejected, but see issue 10 which

17 includes it. And we could have said that issue 16 is

18 accepted instead of rejected. This was an arbitrary

19 balancin g. I think you are right.

20 When the Board's order issues listing the issues,

21 there will only be 9 issues, and we will restate them as

22 they are to be litigated.

23 MS. SWARTZa Fine.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH Your point is very good. It will

25 avoid conf usion, assuming -- yes, 9, assuming nothing

'

(~'sv
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{ '; 1happens this morning to change our minds.

2 MR. CLEWETT As a point of clarification, Your

3 3 Honor, it would appear that only one of the first 12 issues^

(V
4 has beea deleted.

5 CHAIPMAN SMITH: I said nine; I meant 11.

6 MR. CLEWETT Thank you.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, that got your attention.

8 (Laughter.)

9 All right, on issue 12.

10 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask

11 -- because I do no'. think I fully caught it the first time

12 -- a second explanation by the Chairman as to what is

13 encompassed in the bracketed clause at the end in terms of

g)'w 14 suf ficiency of the procedures.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

16 (Board conferring.)

17 I will go over my original notes and I will go into

18 additional explanstion of how we view issue 12.

I 19 We have included the subject of competence of the

1

20 examination candidates into the issue, but there are two'

21 aspects of the way that we have included it. And the issue

22 is broken into two discrete sections.

23 As you can see, the first clause would bring into

24 question the adequacy of the management's criteria and

25 procedures f or certif ying operator license candidates with

j ["';
'

(-
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(~)T
1 respect to their integrity. So criteria would apply to

s

2 integrity, and only. Procedures would apply to the

(~] 3 integrity of the candidates.
\J

4 When it comes to the competency, the competence of

5the candidates, we will permit an inquiry into the

6 suf ficiency of the procedures which are used to determine

7 the competency.

8 For example, Mike Ross makes his report to the

9 supervisor of training at TMI-1; it goes to Mr. Toole, who

10 goes to Mr. Hukill and how they go about it. We will not

11 permit new litigation into the sufficiency of the criteria

12 f or comp etency .

13 Perhaps a distinction between criteria, substantive
('S
kJ 14 criteria for competency and mechanical management procedures

15 may be a difficult distinction to make. Maybe it exists

16 only in our minds; I do not know. The evidence might

17 disabuse us of whether this is an appropriate modification.

18 MR. TE0WBRIDGE: May I ask a question at this point?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: let me complete my notes on it

20 because we gave some examples. We will not entertain a new

21 litigation into the criteria for operator competency. We

22 will permit a narrow litigation on whether the procedures

23 f or assuring that candidates are competent to stand for the

24 sta nd ca n be def ea ted. This is comparable to our concern on

25 issue 10.
*

/'~T
\,s'
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( ') 1 For example, can a candidate, by cheating on

2 company-administered exams, convince Mr. Hukill to certify

3 him to the Commission as ready to take the NRC exam? That
V(N

4 ve would regard as a procedural consideration.

5 We will not permit a new litigation in addition to

6 the several weeks we had into the adequacy of the

7 company-administered training and examinations; content, the

8 substance of it.

9 MR. *?"WBRIDGE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the

10 resta tem ent.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is an example.

12 Again, we recognize that within the company

.

13 training procedures there would be other just parallel to

14 the devices which could be used to d ef ea t the purposes of-

15 the NBC testing procedures. We would have an inquiry into

16 whether such devices or others not foreseen by us could be

17 used to def eat the purposes of management's certification

18 procedures and management's determination of competency,

19 such a s chea ting . crib sheets, memorization of boilerplate,

20 pre-iden tifica tion of questions , failure of the company to

21 saf egua rd questions and all the things we saw as possible

22 def ea ting mech'anisms on the NBC examination.

23 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, then my comment is

24 very similar to my comment on the addition to issue 10. I

23 think the Board has again borrowed language from later

*rm
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(~'/) 1 contentions. I think it is possible to restate this in
x

2 terms of -- that it would reflect that the Board means that

r~' , 3 the procedures it is talking about have some nexus to
U

4 cheating or the possibility of cheating, jypping on the

5 system.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH Cheating or other mechanisms which

7 would defea t the purpose. I would not regard, for example,

8 memoriza tion --

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I used the word gypping as well.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What was the second word you used ?

11 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Gypping.

12 (Laughter.)

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Gypping. I would hesitate to use

'' 14 that in a Board order.

15 (Laughter.)

16 But if it hits the mark, we will use it.

17 Mr. Clevett for the intervenors? I assume you are

18 speaking for the intervenors on thi s .

19 MR. CLEWETT: At the moment it appears so. We view

20 the modification that the Board har introduced to be

| 21 essentially reaeanable. We assume that the essence of what
1
1

22 the Board is d riving at is that, for example, if the

23 certif ying officials of the licensee were to knowingly

24 certify people that th ey knew did not meet any reasonable

25 criteria f or certifica tion , tha t that act of knowingly

)
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r~~x 1 certifying somebody wN does not meet the criteria would be
()

2a procedural matter that would be open to discovery.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It certainly would be open. I hadg,
L)

4 not thought about it in particular reference to issue 12,

5 but it arguably ic there, yes.

6 MR. CLEWETT: Thank you.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

8 MR. ADLERs We agree with the issue as sta ted by

9 the Board. We think that a particularly important poin'. was

10 the Board's point that you are not referring to procedures

11 in the very narrow sense, but also the considerations that

12 go into determining whether an operator should be certified

13 to sit for an NFC exam.
('%
(_/ 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now wait a minute --

15 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I did not understand that to be

16 the Board's statement.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think you had better restate

18 tha t. I do not know how far you think we went.

19 MR. ADLER: As I understood your last comment, say

20 M r . Hukill's considerations in determining whether opera tor

21 A should be permitted to sit for a licensing exam should be

22 considered , not to the extent of reviewing the entire

23 training program, but to the extent cf determining whether

24 or not that individual passed an audit examination, whether

25 retraining since that examination is suf ficient and so

/^N
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("') 1 forth. And perhaps I ought to explain the 'ssis for my
w-

2 concern.

3 As we understand it, a number of operators who did
(")3%-

4 not pass the ATTS audit exam were permitted to sit for the

5 April licensin examination. As we understand licensee's

6 rationale, they believe that the operators did not pass the

7 ATTS exam in only a limited number of categories, and that

8 the operator would be able to study up on those categories

9 bef ore the exam.

10 We are interested in what considerations go into

11 licensee 's decision that an operator who f ails an audit exam

12 is , in fact, qualified to sit for the licensing exam.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge?
/,,;

14 MR. TBOWBRIDGE: May I respond to that?'-

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGE: It seems to me Mr. Adler is

17 raising now for the reopened hearing in question an issue

18 which ea sily could have been explored to a greater extent

19 than it was explored if Mr. Adler wished to in the main

20 hearing.

21 It was clear at that time that candidates who had

22 not passed the ATIS examination and grading criteria sa t f or

23 the NBC exam. I do not think there is any need to go over

24 tha t again in the reopened hearing because it has no nexus
.

25 to cheatino.
*

s
|

|
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('~3
1 I think the Board carefully confined its statement

./

2 as to the purpose of its restated issue to be cheating or

(~S 3 gypping on the system.
V

4 MR. ADLER: If I may respond to that very briefly,

5 at the time of the main hearing we had no reason to discount

6 licensee 's assurances with regard to such operators; we had

7 no evidence. Now we do have some reason to believe that

8 there ma y. .n fact, be some nexus between failure of an

9 audit exam and an operator's performance on the licensing

10 exa m.

11 (Board conferring.)

12 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Inevitably, the parties will be

.

13 able to identify issues that do not neatly fall within or

N 14 without our sal of the scope of the issues, and we had

15 decided before we came here that we would d ra w the line

16 close to the board in deciding which particular factual

17 issues migh t fit into an issue as we described it. And we

is hesitate to make any particular rulings.

19 We have given an example but we hesitate to make

20any particular rulings as to any particular factual issue,

21 pref erring to leave that to Judge Milhollin as he hears

22 arguments that are botter thought out and has more of an

23 opportunity to reflect, which we do not have today.

24 So we will list?n to your arguments and refer them

25 to Judge Milho111n + cr perhaps during the recess we might be
'

rm
b
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() 1 motivated to add f urther guidance to our understanding of
s_-

2 the issue.

(~S 3 But the way it stands right now, I think it would
\_)

4 be difficult for the Board to say flatly yes or no; we just

5have not thought about that aspect of it and I'm sure there

6 are going to be many other examples that you in your

7 ingenuity will be able to come up with that will cause Judge

8 Milho111n difficulty.

9 (Laughter.)

10 Is there any other further discussion on issue 12?

11 I say, we may come back to that and give a flat ruling, but

12 it is probable that we will not.

13 All right, let's go to 13. I think we have already

-] 14 f.iscussed 13 to a great deal with respect to the other

15 issues, but let's discuss it directly.

16 I understand that you, Ms. Bradford, wish to arque

17 en this issue.

18 MS. EFADFORDs Yes.

19 Cl! AIR M AN SMITH: All right. Since it is rejected

20 you have prevailed so far. met's change the sequence and

21 permit Ms. Bradford to discuss it.

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We may avoid some long speeches.

23 MS. BRADFORD: I just veuld like to reaffirm to the

9 24 Boa rd. I understand that we will be allowed, if we have

25 developed suf ficien t eviden tiary ma terial, that these other
*

/~N,
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(~) 1 issues will be considered by Dr. Milhollin.
v

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We reject them as identified

3 issues in the proceeding, and Jut ge Milhollin agrees. We do

4 not netassarily foreclose them as possible evidentiary

5 issues to be followed up, however, in tne exercise of our

6 discretion and judgment which requires that we draw a line

7 someplace.

8 The boundary of relevance with respect to

9 remoteness in time and the subject matter, we have drawn the

10 boundary excludino these. We ruled that upon a preliminary

11 showing , evidentiary showing, already in the hands of the

12 parties or by other persuasive reasoning which we do not

13 w an t to foreclose but we cannot think of, you could present
b'> 14 a case, you will not even be permitted to engage in

15 discovery on such a broad issue absent some type of evidence

16 already in hand or other persuasive reasoning.

17 Licensee would not be required to put on en

18 af firma tive case. The issues would. be looked at solely as
|

19 sub-evid entiary areas which, based upon our view of the

20 reopened proceeding now, are beyond the scope of relevance

21 because of remoteness.

22 MS. BRADF0hDs Mr. Smith, would yo u cla rif y further

23 f or me just exactly what you mean by evidence in hand?

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It would almost be impossible to

25 d o that because I do not know what it would be, and that

^

()v
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1 would have to be up to Judge Milho111n. But we are saying
(mv)

2 that you cannot begin a general discovery if you have some

- 3 evidence which leads you to believe tha t there was cheating

''

4 by the THI-2 operators and you wish to pursue that and you

5 can , consisten t with the rules of evidence and all the other

6 procedural rules which have been in place in this proceeding

7 and which Judge Milhollin will modify to meet his purposes,

8 you can come f orward with that presentation if it meets

9 those tests.

10 Moreover, if you can convince Judge Pilhollin that

11 you have evidence in hand or other persuasive reason, which

12 I do not know what it would be, that justifies discovery you

13 can ask for it.

(/x_ 14 But our view of the issue now as it is set forth in

15 proposed issue 13, it is because of arguable remoteness and

16 arguable relevance, but because of remoteness not relevant

17 because it is too far removed in time and it is tec far

18 remote f rom the subject matter.

19 MS. BRADFORD: I understand. So that ! would more

20 probably raise it this afternoon.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes. The purpose here --

22 (Board conferring.)

23 Are you referring to present TMI-2 operators who

24 are now TMI * operators that used to be TMI-2 operators? Is

25 that what you are talking about?

*

/~N
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l

(v~) 1 MS. BRADFORD: No. We do have some evidence that

2 we would like to explire further in discovery. I think the

e~ 3 evidence I have would meet the threshold evidence, as you
NT)

4 just described it.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You will have to convince Judge

6 Milho111n.

7 MS. BRADFORD: I understand.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH. kejected issue 14 -- oh, excuse

9 me, I'm sorry, I did not mean to foreclose additional

to comment on 13.

11 MR. CLEWETT: If I might just add, we also would

12 commend the Board for its determination that although these

13 are not accepted as separate issues they will be considered
r~N
\J 14 as they are shown to be related to the general issues.

15 As an example of what we view as the reasonableness

16 of the Board 's action here, we would like to just note for

17 the record that July 31, 1981 memorandum from the Office of

18 Inspector and Auditor which made several recommendations in

'19 response to the chea ting incident; one of which was that

20 there be a selective review of the written portion of other

21 examinations where there were above-average class rates, to

22 determine whether there were any indications of cheating on

23 those exams.

24 And tha t in line with this sort of recommendation

25 we think that there well might be cause to examine to one

'
/,

-
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1 extent or another some of these other tests. But we wouldq
NJ

2 join with TMIA in commending the Board for leaving open th e

3 possibility that the evidence will justify some discovery ins
)" 4 these areas.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any additional comments

6 on our ruling?

7 MS. SWARTZ: We do not have anything on 13, but we

8 would like to go back to 12 for just a minute.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

10 MS. SWARTZa Since we did not get a chance to

11 comment before, Mr. Swanson has done some quick research.

12 The point Mr. Trowbridge made about the fact that

13 eligibility of certain candidates to sit for the April

O
() 14 examination was an issue that was raised and litigated and

15 the parties made findings on and the Board also made

16 findings on in their partial initial decision, it is page

17 157, Finding 273, that issue wa s brought up; the eligibility

18 o f the candidates to sit for the NRC exam.

19 In addition, the concern that Mr. Adler raised that

20 there has been evidence of cheating on other exams and this,

21 theref ore, may influence the procedures used to certify D

22 competency of operators for the NRC exam, tr.e issue of

23 cheating on other exams is certainly going to be brought up

24 in the context of other issues. And it seems to us that his

25 concern would be fully aired then, and we have no comment to

-

.m
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7(V 1 make on issue 13.
i

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH. Any other comment on 13? !

r'3 3 (No response.)
D

4 14, the extent of cheating by TMI non-licensed

5 personnel on licensee-administered tests given since the

6 TMI-2 accident. That is rejected, but we recognize the

7 possibility that an evidentiary showing could be made

8 demonstrating the relevance of that rejected issue to the

9 broad issue and to the specific issues.

10 Any discussion of that?

11 MR. CLEWETT4 Our comments would be the same for

12 issues 13, 14 and 15, which the Board considered as a unit?

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH Any f urther comments on 147

('s) 14 (No response.)

15 Fifteen?

16 (No response.)

17 Any further comments? The Board is now prepared to

18 recess . Oh, we have 16 and 17.

19 As I stated, we could very easily have designated

20 that as a separate issue, but limited as we did. Is there

21 a ny additional discussion of our action on 16?

22 (No response.)

*

23 Okay. Does anynne wish to comment on it? How

24 about 17? I think that has been thoroughly discussed with

25 respect to our debate on issue 13.

'

(3
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r~s 1 Any further discussion of any issue?
V

2 (No response.) -

3 We are going to recess now --f,

b
4 MS. SWARTZ: Excuse me, Judge, did you say earlier

5 that you were going to discuss confidentjality?

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No.

7 MS. SWARTZ: Is that something Judge Milhollin is

8 going to discuss?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Were you present? Did you

10 get our ruling on the procedural aspects of confidentiality?

11 Confidentiality will be first addressed by Judge

12 Milhollin. He will make the initial ruling.

13 MS. SWARTZ4 Fine.

(3/

_/ 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is, however, an issue which we

15 recognize as justifying an interlocutory review by us. If

16 he should decide to deny the request for confidentiality, we

17 will entertain an immediate review of that.

18 If we should decide to affirm an order denying

19 con fiden tia lit y , we will f a cilita te -- we will consider'

20 f acilita ting an immediate review to the Appeal Board,

21 perhaps by certification of a deferred ruling of our own.

22 In the meantime, confidentiality shall be maintained. Judge

|
23 M11hollin will address that and he will hear arguments on

24 whether confidentiality should be maintained.

| 25 And also, I provided a copy of the unexpurgated

*

r~xOi
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1

1

1

1 reports to the Commission.

2 MS. SWARTZ: Right. Someth;ag else we wanted to

3 ask is if during your recess the parties could exchange

4 discovery, go over each other party's discovery --

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am sure Judge Milho111n will

6 welcome that because he has that high on his priorities.

7 MS. SWARTZ What we were going to discuss, though, 1

8is coming up with objections if the parties have objections
1

9'o other parties' discovery today, bringing it up today,

10 presenting it to Judge Milho111n and having him rule today

11 on the acceptability or non-acceptability of specific

12 discovery questions.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Our recess will be very brief;

14 then you can bring up your remarks to Judge Milho111n. Any

15 f urther comments on the Board 's actions this morning?
16 (No response.)

17 All right, we will take a recess of approximately
1810 or 15 minutes.

19 (A short recess was taken. )
20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We just have a very brief

21 statement to make as to our ruling on the issues, and then

22 we will receive some questi ans from the media on the record,
23 and then we will turn it over to Judge Milho111n.
24 With respect to our ruling on issue 1, we accept in

25 rrinciple the modification urced by r. Trowbridge, and we

O .
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fl 1 will give the tentative language of how tha t is going to
x_/

2 work. The final language is going to be worked out on the

(~} 3 written order following this conference. But the way it
w/

4 would read now is at the end of your draft of issue 1, this

5 language 4 "and such o ther examina tions. . ."

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Excuse me?

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I will start again. Cuote, "and

8 such other examinations as the Special Master shall deem

9 relevant." These latter shall include at least tne

10 followinc, and then we will go to -- well excuse me. I put

11 the addition at the wrong place because it was after the

12 example.

13 The addition should have been -- the essence of it
I_ \
"# 14 is that the examinations which will be considered under the

15 issue are those examinations which the Special Master shall

16 deem relevant, which shall include the examinations already

17 agreed to by the parties, and the following: "any other

18 company-administered qualification or mock examination or

19 NRC examination since the accident."

20 The other examinations we referred to there, that

21the Special Master shall 7.eem relevant, is just another

22 resta tement that we do T.ot foreclose the Special Master, by

23 our rulings on these issues, anything falling outside this

9 24 category which the category accepted would limit discretion

25 o f the Special Master required the same type of showing that
'

/~N
V
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(]) 1 ve diset.ssed with respect to issue 13.

2 Now, with respect to the modifications of issues 10

3 and 123 we appreciate and agree with the desirability of

4 having the language of those issues incorporate the

51 imitation issues as recommended by the licensee's counsel.

6 That would have been a product of careful draftsmanship. We

7 considered that possibility very carefully and it may not be

8 practical. We do not know.

9 But I know we have had discussion enough today as

10 to what the issue means to turn it over for the Special

11 Master to work on, and then the final language will take

12 into accoun t, 11 ue can, the recommendation that we be more

13 precise as to the limi'ation in the language of the issue

O 14 itself .

15 Are there any other matters to bring before the

16 Board?

17 (No response.)

18 All right, we will receive questions as a part of

19 the Commission 's regulations, which provides for members of

20 the public to presen t questions to presiding officers

21 concerning the public interest in issues at hearing. We

22 make a particular provision f or representatives of the news

23 media to ask us questions about this proceeding. Naturally,

s;s 24 we will not discuss the merits, but we will try to discuss

25 the procedural aspects of what we are doing and anything
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|

|

Q 1 else we can tell you.

2 Gentlemen?

3 MR. ROSS: Specifically, what is the purpose of the

4 meeting tod a y?

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH The purpose of the meeting is to

6 reopen the evidentiary hearing on the restart of Three Mile

7 Island One to inquire into the effect of the information on

8 cheating on the NRC April examination en the management

9 issues lef t open by our partial initial decision, and other
4

10 inf ormation which might be relevant to that reopened

11 proceeding.

12 That is the stated purpose. We have been

13 discussing this morning the issues which will be considered

14 in this proceeding . We have appointed an administrative

15 judge from the panel of judges which are available to

16 conduct NRC hearings to serve as a special hearing officer,

17 a Special Master, on this reopened hearing. This is Judge

18 Gary Milhollin, who is a professor of law at the University

19 of Wisconsin law School, and who is a part-time judge with

20 our panel.

21 The Board selected Professor Milhollin for this

22 responsibility for dual reasons. One is that we have very

23 high confidence in his abilities and his cb jectivity, and

24 particularly , we thought it was noteworthy that Professor

25 Milhollin himself has expertise in the administration of

'

O
1
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{j} 1 very complicated examinations.
~

2 MR. ROSS: You have narrowed the scope of what the

- 3 hea rings are going t.c be. Specifically, what will you look
s.-

4 into?

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have discussed this morning 11

6 specific issues which the Board has adopted. Some of ther

7 a re rather involved.

8 It would be very difficult to summarize them

9 accurately.

10 MR. ROSS: Specifically, the issue 10.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Issue 10. Let me summarize that

12 one for you. It will be the adequacy of the administration

13 of NRC licensing examinations f or TMI-1 personnel, including

' ') 14 the proctoring, grading and safeguarding the integrity oi

15 the examination materials. In addition, we will inquire

16 into the adequacy of the staff's review -- that is the NRC

17 staff 's review -- of the administration of licensees

18 Category-T examinations. And I might explain Category-T

19 examinations are those testings on their competency to

20 handle the type of accident which is related to the TMI-2

21 acciden t .

22 We will also inquire into the adequacy of the NRC's
,

23 staf f 's plan for restesting the NRC -- the TMI-1 operstors

24 and monitoring the new NRC examinations to assure proper

25 adherence to the law, to th e regulations
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() 1and to whether the re-examination can provide reasonable <

2 assurance that TMI-1 can be operated safely.

('} 3 Which raises a question that the Board intended to
\_/

4 inquire of. We can come back to it. Maybe it is an

5 appropriate time. We can infer by agreement of all the

6 parties to this issue that the licensee, within this

7 proceeding, does not oppose the re-examination of its

8 operators. Is that correct, Mr. Trowbridge?

9 MR. TROWBRIDGEs That is correct, Mr. Chairman.

10 MR. ROSSa Wha t effect would this have on the

11 restart of Unit Number One?

12 CHAIP5AN SMITH: One of the reasons why we selected

13 a Special Master in addition to the particular competence ofO
''

14 the Special Master, Professor Milhollin, is that we did not

15 vant to stop working on the initial decision to attend to

16 the m'ny, many details that will be required in this

17 reopened proceeding.

18 I think that those who stated here -- Judge

19 Milhollin will learn that the schedule that he has in mind

20 f or opening and closing this special issue will take longer

| 21 than our plan for issuing the initial decision. We hope to
!
!

22 have the initial decision out in this case in November of

23 1981

24 Judge Milho111n's tentative schedule, which will be
|

25 discussed later this af ternoon , indicates a possibility of

l (~T '

i (J
\

|
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(~J)
I the Board ruling upon his report to us in about February.

%

2 We do not know what effect this will have. We have not

("x, 3 analyzed it yet. We will report that problem to th?
\_)

4 Commissioners.

5 In answer to your question about limitation, 49 do

9 not know. Yes, sir?

7 MR. SOLLENBERGER: So it looks as if this reopening

aof the record will extend the deliberative process somewhat,

9 is that correct?

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It will extend the time which this

11 Boa rd delibe ra tes the issues, but the effect it will have

12 upon the Commission 's consid era tion of restart after they

13 see the major part of our initial decision we simply do not
(~'T
kl 14 kno w. We do not know.

15 We, of course, would expect whatever appropriate

16 contributions to the solution of that problem from the

17 p a r tie s , but it is just too early to say.

18 MR. SOLLENBERGERs Do you anticipate the NRC would

19 rule on any of your decisions before this J udge Milhollin's
,

20 --

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is a possibility. That is

22 beyond our jurisdiction. We simply cannot answer for the

23 Commissioners.
'

24 When our decision on all of the evidence that we

25 have received to da te is prepared, we will issue and we will

*

O(~N
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/~l 1 address the problem if it still exists at that time of the%_j

2 pendancy of this matter at that time. We just simply have

{'} 3 to wait and see what the events bring.
8-)

4 Anything further, gentlemen?

5 (No response.)

6 Anything further?

7 (No response.)

8 All right. As we said at the close of the record

9 in July, that we did not believe that the day was actually

to there when we were closing the record, and I think our

11 disbelief had some merit, we will now turn it over to Judge

12 Milhollin.

_ 13 We will keep, for the Special Master's proceeding,

- 14 we will keep continuity of the transcript numbers for ease

15 of citation, absent objections of the parties. However, the

16 status of that transcript as citable evidence in our

17 proceedings is not clear.

18 The evidence received by Judge Milhollin is not

19 evidence received by the Board and is not directly citable

20 t o us . It will have to be, under circumstances ruled upon

! 21by Judge Milhollin and the Board la ter on.

22 But in the meantime, absent objections by the

,

23 pa r ties, we will just continue the sequential numbering of

|
| 24 the transcript of the proceeding. From this point on it
|

25 will be the proceeding of the Special Master and not of the

1 *(-
LJ
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(~) 1 Board. Is there any objection to that or comments on that
(-

2 approach?

r^s 3 (No response.)
N~)

4 Off the record.

5 (Discussion off the record.)

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Good morning, my name is Gary

7 Milhollin. As you know, I have been appointed Special

8 Master for the purpose of the reopened proceeding.

9 I have been with the Licensing Board as a part-time

10 or consultant employee for several years. My full-time

11 employment is at the University of Wisconsin Law School

~.2 whe re I am a professor.

13 It might be well before we do anything else for the
A
'- 14 parties to formally introduce themselves for the purpose of

15 this reopened proceeding so tha t we know who the parties to
,

16 the reopened proceeding. We will begin with the licensee.

17 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 On behalf of the Licensee, Mr. --

18 I started to say Mr. Chairman. I will call you Judge
;

19 Milhollin or Special Master.
,

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You can address me as Judge

21 Milhollin, or as Mr. Chairman; I am uced to bo th .

22 MR. TE0WBRIDGE: All right. On behalf of tra

23 Licensee , I am George F. Trowbridge, member of the law firm

24 Sha w , Pittma n, Potts and Trowbridge in Washington, D.C. On
i

l

25 my left is my partner, Ernest L. Elake and wearing a pink

(,
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(]) 1 shirt behind me is Ms. Delissa Ridgway.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

(~N 3 MS. SWARTZ: I am Lucinda Swartz, I am counsel f or
C

4 the NRC staff. This is Daniel T. Swanson, who is also

5 represen ting the staff project manager, who is working on

6 this case, Mr. Harley Silver.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

8 MS. BRADFORD: I am Louise Bradoford, I am

9 represen ting TMI A. Behind me is Joanna Doroshow who is

10 assisting me.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

12 MR. CLEWETT: Your Honor, my name is John Clewett,

_ 13 I am with the law firm by the name of the Christic Institute

'~ 14 in Washington, D.C. We are representing Norman and Marjorie

| 15 Aamod t, who are intervenors in this proceeding.
l

! 16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Thank you.

I 17 MR. ADLER: My name is Robert Adler, I am an

18 assistant counsel for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; also

19 participating on behalf of the Commonwealth will be Mr.

20 William Dornsife. You can stand up. He is the supervising

21 nuclear engineer f or the Commonwealth.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Thank you.
|

23 The items of business for this conference are the

24 f ollowing. As you have been notified in the order

25 scheduling the conference, we will discuss the following

()
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(~s) I things.
s

2 First, consolidation of parties. ~Second, we will

3 discuss discovery. These are not in order. These are just

4 items. Third, we will talk about the schedule for closing

_

5 discovery, for filing testimony and beginning the

6 evidentiary hearing. And we will also talk about the issue

7 of confidentiality of the names of examinees.

8 For the convenience of attorneys who are going to

9 argue the issue of confidentiality, unless the other parties

10 object I would propose to take that up first. Is there any

11 objection to that?

12 MR. TROWBRIDGEs No, but, Judge Milhollin, we have

13 just been handed two memoranda; one from TMIA and one from
n

- 14 the Aamodt's on this subject. I am not sure you have --

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: On which subject?

16 MR. TROWBRIDGEs On confidentiality. I am not sure

17 you have received your copies yes.
|

| 18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I have received a document from

19 TMI A, I believe, on confidentiality.

20 MR. TROWBRIDGEs And there is a second handwritten

21 o ne , I believe, from the Aamodt's.

| 22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN I notice in front of me here
|

23 there is a paper with handwriting on it. I have not been

24 of ficially given it, however.

| 25 MR. CLEWETT That is my fault, Your Honor. I

*("%
N]

|
|
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(^3 1should have officially served you with one. I attempted
LJ

2 earlier this morning to serve it on the Board and they

(~x 3 instructed me to serve it upon you. So I wanted to wait

4 until you arrived.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Are we now officially provided

6 with one?

7 MR. CLEWETT: Unless the one up there will do.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Is it the same as the one you

9 have in your hand?

10 MR. CLEWETTs Yes.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: It a ppears to be ' ne same.

12 document that was found here upon the desk when I arrived, .

_
13 so I will consider that you have now given it to me.

14 MR. CLEWETT I will attempt to do a better job-

15 serving future documents that I might have.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I would suggest, Judge Milho111n,

17 that everyone take time out to read these documents before

18 we start discussion.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Of course. What I perhaps should

20 have said already is what I propose to do is make some

21 opening remarks and pass out some ma terials to you, and then

22 adjourn and give you an opportunity to look at the discovery

23 requests which are -- I'm sorry -- to look at requests for

24 documents which were to be filed today and to discuss those

25 among yourselves in addition to documents which you may have
'

(D
U
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(~) 1just re'ceived with the hope that you can work out any
v

2 dif ferences among yourselves as to the adequacy of

3 documents, or as to the propriety of discovery requests

4 during our adjournment.

5 As I said, I will also give you during the

6 adjournment -- before the adjournment I will give you a

7 proposed schedule for the balance of the hearing which I

8 have prepa red, and I will also give you a document entitled

9 " Additional minimum evidentiary presentations specified by

1'J t he Special Ma ster," and these additional presentations will

11 be for the licensee and the staff.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: And at what point will we take up

13 the confidentiality? After?
,_

- 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I would propose to take up

15 confidentiality when we reconvene, since we only have 25

16 min utes now before the time that people normally eat lunch.

17 Unless it would be more convenient to take up

18 confidentiality now.

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 I am suggesting we need a little

20 time to take up confidentiality. I am thinking of the

21 a ttorneys who a re here especially for this purpose. It

22 seems to me we could take up confidentiality f airly soon. I

23 think we need a fairly long session among the parties to

24 look at discovery requests, consider schedules --

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, I agree.

'

r^N
N.Y
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'T 1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: And I propose we do not defer the(V
2 confidentiality until after lunch.

(~T 3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That is certainly a reasonable
\m)

4 proposition. How do the other parties feel about that?

5 Would you prefer to take a short break to look at the new

6 filings on confidentiality and then discuss it before

7 lunch? Or would you prefer to take a long break and discuss

8 confidentiality af ter we come back? Wha t would be your

9 pleasure?

10 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I would suggest a short break.

11 MR. CLEWETT: Not solely for the purpose -- not at

12 all for the purpose of creating disagreement, we would

13 prefer a longer break and discuss the confidentiality first(')
\"# 14 when we return.

15 MS. SWARTZ: Excuse me. During a long break, would

16 tha t aisc include looking over discovery and preparing

17 responses to discovery?

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes.

19 MS. SWARTZ Not preparing response, but preparing

20 objections to discovery .

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Was that your --
|

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Before making this procedural

23 decision I perhaps should ask for anyone who is planning to

9 24 make a limited presentation on the subject of

25 confiden tiality to identify themselves, and to indicate what

I"')
'

v

|
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,4% 1 his views are on the subject.
()

2 MR. McBRIDE: I am Michael F. McBride, Associate

1with the law firm of LaBeouf, Lamb, McRae in Washington,
b)''

4 D .C . , and I appear on behalf of two of the -three individuals

5 whose identity might be disclosed if unexpurgated copies of

6 the NRC reports are released to the parties and the public

7 in this proceeding.

8 This reference from Mr. Trowbridge to the document

9 of TMIA was the first that I heard of it, so I would

10 a pprecia te , prior to the discussion on confidentiality, to

11 be provided with a copy of that document. Before I see it I

12 cannot know whether I need a long break or a short break.

13 MR. ADLER: For the record, Mr. Chairran, I also

) 14 have not received a copy of TMIA's filing.

15 MR. COLE: Your Honor, my name is David Cola, I am

16 with the law firm of Smith and Smith here in Harrisburg, I

17 represen t the third unnamed individual whose name might be

18 brought up at this hearing, and I would concur with Mr.

19 McB ride 's request that we have some time to be able to look

20 over these documents.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Would you prefer to take a

22 ten-minu te break and come back and a rgue about

23 con fiden tiality, or what would you prefer to do? Would you

24 prefer to argue confidentiality this afternoon after a lunch

25 break?
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1 MR. McBRIDE I do not need anymore than ten
J

2 minutes, but I will abide by any ruling that is made that

. 3 will suit everyone.

V 4 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Milhollin, we need to make

,
5 more copies of the document.

1

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I have two extr-a ones here. More

7 than two , I have three extra's.

.

8 MS. BRADFORD: That is the Aamodt's. Ours was
!

9 served yesterday afternoon, and I have handed out all the

10 copies except the original. We will need time to find a

11 place to make more copies. I think all the parties have

12 copies of our discussion. This is the document to which I

13 am ref erring . We did not anticipate the need for so many
~

14 copies. We will need time to locate copying facilities and

15 make more copies.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: When did you file that document?

17 MS. BRADFORD: I filed it -- I served it by hand on

18 the Board and yourself yesterday af ternoon. I have just

19 filed it with the other parties.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 Very well. The other parties --

21 there are insuf ficient copies for the parties?

22 MS. BRADFORD: Right.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Which parties do not have a copy?

24 MS. BRADFORD: This gentleman here.

25 JUDGE ILHOLLIN: Very well. It looks to me as if
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1 this is getting very difficult to reach this morning, the

2 issue of confidentiality. I would be amenable to take a

3 ten-minute break to discuss it, but if it is going to take
/' T

- 4 longer than ten minutes to discuss it or 15, then perhaps we

5 should put it of f.

6 Let me ask you, is there discussion by the parties

7 which will go beyond the filings to a significan t degree, or

8 are you prepared to stand pretty much on what you have filed?

9 MS'. SWARTZ: The staff is prepared to stand pretty

10 much on what we filed.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Other parties?

12 MR. CLEWETT: We would like the opportunity to

13 discuss it. I doubt our discussion will go substantially

n
( ,/ 14 beyond the scope of what we filed. We would like to be able

15 to discuss that, though.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Why don't we take a ten-minute

17 adjournment and reconvene and see whether we can go into

18 confidentiality at that time?

19 (Short recess.)

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: The conference will now come to

21 o rd e r . We are now ready to discuss the issue of

22 confiden tiality. Are there any preliminary matters before

23 we take that up that any party would like to present?

24 MR. McBRIDE: Yes. I would like to request that on

25 an informal basis on the advice of Chairman Smith, that I

( /^S
*

L)t

|
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1 and Mr. Cole be provided copies of all documents served byg3
\m)

2 the parties with respect to the issue of confidentiality

_ 3 until the matter is resolved, without being put on the

\J 4 service list formally for the receipt of all documents filed~

5 in this proceeding.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. I take it there is no

7 objection to that request.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGEs No. Could we have Mr. Cole's full

9 name and address?

10 MR. COLE: Yes. My name is David E. Cole, my

11 address is 2931 North Front Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Thank you. We -ha ve Mr. McBride's.

13 Mr. Chairman, you did ask how long this might take

() 14 to discuss the issue of confidentiality. I would say to the

15 Board I probably have ten -- and ten usually turns out to be

16 15 -- minutes worth of comments myself on the TMIA and

17 Aamodt filings.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I suspected as much. So, do the

19 other parties have additional time? Does the staff have

20 comments on the filings as well?

21 MS. SWARTZ: Yes, just a few, I would say 5 or 10

22 min utes.

23 MR. ADLER: Mr. Chairman, I have a brief

24 restatement of the Commonwealth 's position af ter f urther

25 consulta tion with the Governor's office. One or two minutes

l'3
'

RJ
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1 at most.
O--%

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN I am going to have some questions

_ 3 of the parties with respect to their positions as well. It

" 4 looks now as if we are going to break for lunch. Mr.

5 McB ride?

6 MR. McBRIDE4 I have extensive argument I would

7 like to present.

8 JUDGE MILHCLLIN Cral argument?

9 MR. McBRIDE: Yes.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Beyond the arguments made in your

11 brief ?

12 MR. McBRIDE: Yes, because at the time we made

13 those arguments we had not had the benefit of any other

fhx_ ,1 14 parties ' views. We have been working since that time with
.

15 the benefit of sone of those views from Tuesday literally

16 until fi . Minutes ago preparing, on the basis of what I now

17 understand the parties' positions to be on the issue of

18 confiden tiality.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Whien views are you referring to?

20 MR. McBRIDE We did not have the staff's brief at

21 the time we filed ours. I have some comments with respect

22 t o t ha t . We did not have the licen see 's po si tion. I have

23 some brief comments with respect to that. And I have just

24 received this morning the positions of the intervenors, the

25 Commonwealth , TMI A and the Aamodt's.
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. Then we will recessem
b,

2 for the purpose of discussing among the -- for the purpose
'

3 of having the parties discuss among themselves the following,

( )
'' 4 subjects:

5 First of all, the materials which have been --

6 discovery materials which have been exchanged toda My.

7 understanding is that the parties have exchanged the

8 materials, is that correct?

9 HR. TROWBRIDGE: We have not received anything, I

10 think , f rom TMI A . Is that correct?

11 MS. BRADFORD: That is correct.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes?

13 MR. CLEWETT: Is this in lieu of lunch?

O(j 14 (Laughter.)

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: What we are talking about now is

16 how long we should break for lunch and this work that I am

17 now describing. So the parties during the recess will

18 complete the exchange of any documents which may be tendered

! 19 a t this time, and the parties will discuss amongst
i

20 themselves objections to these documents for purposes of

21 resolving differences.

22 As you have been informed, all document requests

23 are due today. So insofar as -- well, document requests are

24 due today so you should be prepared to make document

25 requests when we reconvene this afternoon, if you have not

.i f s.
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!

!

( ') 1already made those requests.
v

2 HR. TROWBRIDGEa We understood tha t this was all

r- 3 discovery requests were due today; docur.ents would be most
(x)

4 of it but interrogatories as well.

5 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: No. My intention is to have all

6 documents requests due today, and then to discuss with all

7 of you what your additional needs for discovery might be.

8 MR. TROWBEIDGE: Wel'. anyhow, we have handed out --

9 actually served interrogatories and document requests.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

11 MR. CLEWETT: Judge Milhollin, we were informed

12 yesterday af ternoon when a representative of the NRC called

13 and stated that we were supposed to have all of our

14 discovery requests today. This seems to be a highly unusual

15 procedure.

16 It was our understanding from the statement from

17 the memorandum and order of the Board that there would be at

18 this mee ting today -- it said the parties shall describe the

19 discovery which they require, and then it talked about

20 inf ormal discovery and discussing devices for shortening the

21 time for discovery, a n d, then an example of that was the

22 possibility of having the parties meet for exchange of

23 discovery requests informally.

24 We have some materials prepared in terms of

25 describing what discovery we are interested in, but in terms

()
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() 1 of coming up with formal requests for discovery we did not

2 even know until this morning what the issues were. And it

(~'] 3 would seem highly unusual to require us in the space of 15
L/

4 minutes or three or four hours to come up with all of the

5 discovery requests that we might require.

C It would seem reasonable to allow us at least a

7 couple of weeks af ter the issues had been described before

8 formal disco tery would begin, which appears to be what is
,

9 being talked abe.ut now. And I am at a lo.ns to understand

10 why this procedure is being talked about. I have not even

11 seen any order of the Board tha t discusses this.

12 There was a call from an NRC representative who

13 allegel this was a requiremente and this is all we have
(O''# 14 heard .

15 JUDGE MILHOLLINs My orders were to have you

16 telephoned on Monday and my inf ormation is that yoa were

17 telephoned on Monday and informed that document requests

18 would be due today; not that all discovery requests would be
!

i 19 d ue today, but just the document requests would be due

20 today. A t.d so I am going to assume that that communication
;

21 occurred ,, e.nd that there is no unf a,irness in asking you to
22 make document requests today.

23 Yor should be prepared when we reconvene to make

S
1

24 the document requests.

25 MR. C LEW ETT : We would ask your indulgence to a

(\ \ .

b
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1 limited extent to allow a lengthy time that we break so we
,

2 would have some hope of meeting this requirement. If the
,

3 goal of the Special Master is to conduct a . fair hearing, we

O_s
4 would hope you would indulge us at least to that extent.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I think until 6vidence to the

6 contrary appears, that is true. So as I was saying, the

7 item of business at this break, one of the items of business

8 will be to formula te and be prepared to make request for

9 documents when we reconvene. And also, you should discuss

10 among yourselves Cther discovery requests.

11 I have prepared a schedule which I will hand out

12 bef ore we break which I will give to you for purposes of
a

13 discussion. It is a schedule for the balance of this

14 proceeding.

15 Also, I have prepared a list of additional issues

16 which I will pass out to you befor; we break. So during the

17 break I would expect you to look at the schedule and look at

18 the statement of additional issues and be prepared to
,

!

| 19 discuss both the schedule and the additional issues after

20 the break.

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Does the statement of issues

22 include what you referred to as minimal evidence?

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, that is right. In essence,

O() 24 this additional statement of issues contains a list of
I

25 evidentiary issues, and it is principally directed to the'

lh
V

l
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] t staff.
(G

2 Are there any other matters before we break for

3 lunch?7

U
4 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 I think it would be well for the

5 intervenors, if it is convenient now, to establish a time

6 when we are coming back, and I think we will have to use

7 this room. There is lunch and whatever further verk you

8 have to do in gotting together your documents.

9 JUL3E MILHOLLIN: I was going to propose 2400

10 o' clock which would give an hour for lunch and an hour for a

11 work session . I would be prepared to hear your response as

12 to whether t: tat is convenient.

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 'n e n would we get back? In an

14 hour?

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 You can arrange that among

16 yourselves af ter we break.

17 So hearing no objec'.lon, we will adjourn until 2400

18 o ' clock.

19 (Whereupon , a t 12:05 p.m. the hearing recessed for

20 lunch, e.o reconvene at 2400 p.m. the same day.)

21 (Judge Milhollin distributed the following

22 documents to the parties presents)

23

24

25

/.
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F SCHEDULE FOR

REOPENED PROCEEDING

f 1, On Oct. 2 - Requests for documants.
'>

- Discussion of other discovery.

By Oct. 9 - Furnish documents requested on Oct. 2.
- Submission of other discovery requests.
- Special Master available to rule on
obj ections in meeting on Oct. 9.

By Oct. 26 - Complete discovery.

By Nov. 2 - Written testimony received, including
trial plan outlines which will summarize
testimony of each witness and state what
the testimony will seek to prove.

- Where a party seeks to prove its case-in-chief
by questioning an adverse witness, a trial plan
outline, as above, is required at this time.

Nov.10-14 - Hearing Tuesday through Saturday.

Nov.17-21 - Hearing Tuesday through Saturday.-,

(8
'"'

- Cross-examination plans are filed Nov.10.

The following dates assume the hearing will end Nov.21.

+ 13 days (Dec. 4) Proposed Findings Received.

+ 20 days (Dec. 11) Reply Findings Received.

+ 50 days (.lan . 11) Estimated receipt o" ' aster's report.
|

Master's Report:

+ 7 days (Jan. 18) Comments by parties Received.

+ 14 days (Jan. 25) Replies to Comment by Parties Received.

+ 28 days (Feb. 1) Board Decision on Reopened Proceeding.,- s

|)_

,

.
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Qh Additional minimum evidentiary

/ presentations specified by the

Special Master at the Conference

of October 2, 1981
,.-

U

The following matters are specified by the Special Master to be

the subj ect of evidentiary presentations by the Licensee and Staff.

The parties are invited to discuss these matters at the Conference

of October 2, 1981. These matters are in addition to the matters

previously nominated by the parties in their letter of September 24,

1981 to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. The matters are listed

under the issues proposed in that letter:

Issues 1, 3 and 5: In general, is the Licensee's

examination and certification program adequate

(gp to insure that qualified personnel sit for the

NRC exams?

a) Why didn't the Licensee discover the

cheating on the mock exams?

b) Why didn't other persons who sat for the

examination on which cheating occurred, and

who were in a position to observe the cheating,

report it? Were management-level employees in

a position to observe the cheating? Did they

learn of it later and fail to report it? For

(} example, Mr. 6 , the instructor for licensed

operator training, is reported to have refused

to answer questions by investigators concerning

| whether reference material was cevertly brought in t.3

the examination room, or to reveal the details of

rumors of cheating which he may have heard.

L
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2.

c) What is the practice of allowing re-examinations

of those who fail initially on the various

examinations which the Licensee gives? What is

the purpose of this practice?

d) How does the Licensee administer its examinations

so as to prevent cheating or other devices which

defeat the purpose of the examinations?

Issues 2 and 10: In general, are the NRC examinations

administered in such a way as to insure that operating

personnel are qualified for their positions?

a) Proctorine. Has it been adequate in the past?
I

Will it be adequate in the future? When were

proctors present during the TMI examinations?

What did they do while present and absent?

What arrangements for proctoring did they

make during their absence? What instructions

were they given by their superiors? What in-

structions did they give to the examinees?

b) Grading. Has it been adequate in the past?

Will it be adequate in the future? Who graded

the TM'I exams? Why wasn't the cheating detected?
C

c) Other monitoring.C wTo what extent does NRC monitor

the Licensee's training program? Is NRC's interest

confined to its own examination? NRC was to have

monitored the " Category T" examination. What is

NRC's procedure for doing so? Would NRC have detected

cheating on the " Category T" examination?



4
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3.

i

! d) Integrity of the examination. What has been NRC's

procedure for preventing examinees or their in-

() structors from discovering what questions will be

asked on examinations? Are the same questions re-

peated from one examination to the next? Do responses

to the questions require fresh analysis by the examinee,
i

or can the responses be memorized? To what extent

are candidates "coachad?" Mock and actual examina-
,

tions are to be compared. The bank of questions

maintained by NRC is to be furnished, tcgether with

the examinations mentioned in issue 1, above.

e) Oral tests. How will the oral test be given and

(}} graded?

f) Attitude of the NRC Staff. The Kemeny Commission

found that operator training was greatly deficient;

i that the depth of understanding was far too shallow.

It also found that the branch of NRC that monitored

operator training was " weak and understaffed," and

that NRC limited itself to "giving routine exams."

It concluded that no quantity of " fixes" would cure

the basic problem, which it found to be the attitude

of the people who were involved. Because the cheating

[]} incident occurrei after the Staff had responded

to the Kemeny Commission and promised to improve,

what does the possibility of laxity in the Staff's

procedures indicate about the Staff's attitude?,

.- - . _ _ . . - _ _ . _ . . . . _ _ _ . . . . _ . - - . _ . _ . . - _ _ _ _- - - . _
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION'

I7 (2:05 p.m.)

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN The conference will now come, to

4 order.
|

5 Before we begin our discussion of ccnfidentiality, i

|

6there are a couple of housekeeping matters I should mention.
I

7 nr. Cole, you should file notice of appearance in i

l

8 due form.
|

9 MR. COLE Yes, sir. I did send that in earlier

10 this week. I guess because of the problems with the mails
|

11 or whatever it was not receivcd. I have copies of sent here.
;
'

:
12 if you would like one.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: No. If you sent it, I'm sure it

V
14 will arrive.'-

15 Mr. Clevett, I assume you are going to refile by

i
16 mail the document you distributed to me this morning.'

( 17 MR. CLEWETTs In typed form, yes.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 In typed form so it can be bound

19 into the physical record. Okay.

20 An additional matter concerning filing. When you

21 file copies with the Licensing Board panel -- I am sorry --

22 with the Licensing Board, you should include two copies for

23 t he Chairman of the Licensing Bnard. Chairman Smith should

O
Q 24 g e t two copies of all things.

25 MR. TROWBRIDGE With you?
;

i O
'
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1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. All documents which areV
2 filed in this proceeding, which are then served on the

3 Chairman of the Licensing Board, should consist of two,

\#
4 copies f or the Chairman of the Licensing Board.
5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: And not the other members of the
6 Licensing Board?

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, that is right.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: What about parties -- some of them
9 a re k.1:a d of remote ECNP, UCS -- who are not participants--

10 in this proceeding , the special reopened proceeding? We

11 have a f air number of them.
12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Why don't we t-ae that up when we
13 take up consolidation?

() 14 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Fine.

i 15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Pethaps that would be the most

16 ord erly way to discuss that sort of thing. If we forget to

17 talk about it, perhaps you can bring it up then.
18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I will remember.
19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Unless there are other
20 preliminary matters, I cm ready to entertain arguments on
21 con fiden tiality.

22 MR. ADLER: I just have one, Judge Milho111n.
23 Regarding a hecring room, it appears I can provide

24 a room on the date specified in your proposed schedule with
25 one exception, the af ternoon of the 20th. So if that has

('J')%
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(^') 1any bearing on whether or not we adopt it, that would be
s._/

2 helpful.

(w.J')
,3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. Perhaps you and I

4 could get together af ter the proceedings today to discuss

5 informally the possibility.

6 MR. ADLER Fine.

| 7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I take it no party would object

8 to that.

9 (No response.)

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Okay. ke are now ready for

11 arguments on confidentiality. Perhaps we could take this in

12 the usual order with the Licensee first.

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I have one slight variation that I
,_
t i
\~# 14 would suggest. If I unoerstood Mr. Adler correctly, the

15 Commonwealth 's position has been altered since they filed
i

16 the statement of their position on confidentiality. Since

17 m y remarks would largely be in response to other people's

18 comments, perhaps we could be advised what the change is.

| 19 HR. ADLER: My comments are more in +he nature of

20an amplification rather than an alteration, bat I have no

21 problem starting.

22 It is basically in response to the memorandum filed

23 b y Mr. Clevett. We are somewhat in agreement with some of

,9 24 the poin ts raised in f r. Clewett's memorandum regarding the

25 potential usef ulness of puttino the involved individuals on

(~':
'

mi
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1 the stand for the determination of such issues as management

2 involvement. However, we con tinue to feel thdt protection
i

3 of these individuals is of consideration; and wha t we would

4 propose would be to defer ruling on the issue of

5 confidentiality pending the formulation of the rest of the

6 evidentiary record. And we believe that if there is some

7 indication of management complicity, involvement, knowledge,

8 et cetera, of cheating, then there might be grounds to bring

9 these witnesses on the stand.

10 The only other point I have 10 that in that event

11 we would argue in f avor of having an in camera session.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Well, let me ask a question,

13 since I am taking your views now. My understanding is that

14 you f eel that the letter system which is proposed by the

15 Licensee would be adequate for your purposes.

16 MR. ADLER: Yes, sir.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLINa And your only reserva tion would

18 be possibly the difficulty thtt would arise if it were

1 19 necessary to call as a witness one of the individuals, for

20 example , or some other person who might assert an interest

211n confidentiality is that correc t?

22 MR. ADLER: That is correct.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Perhaps ve could hear from the

bd 24 represen tatives of the individuals now.

25 MR. MC BRIDE: Yes, Judge Milhollin. I thought we
9

O
'
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7m(,) 1 were going to go with the Licensee first, but this is fine.

2 The only suggestion I would have in terms of the

(-] 3 order of presentation is that we be permitted to close,
%.)

4 sin _e my understanding of the law is that the burden is upon

5 us to justif y nondisclosure.

6 JUDGE Y LHOLLIN: That was the reason for my sudden

7 decision and have you go first, because you are in the

8 position of the proponent in substantive terms with respect

9 to this question.

10 MR. MC BRIDE: Right. The reason that we entered

11 special appearances on behnif of the individuals we

12 represen t, the reason we are here today is because of the

13 severity of the threat to the individuals that Mr. Cole and
7-
i)

|
14 I represent if disclosure of their identities is permitted''

!

15 by the Board's order.

16 In the last couple of years since the time of the

17 TMI-2 accident a number of the individuals that we represent
i

|

| 18 in other con texts and other employees of Three Mile Island

19 have been the targets of anonymous and threatening telephone

1 20 calls, including one death threat to a person whom we

21 represent; and these sorts of threats seem to me to be

22 likely to continue given the feeling in the community and

23 t he intense amount of interest that is associa ted with this
24 proceeding. And I think no better evidence of that fact

j 25 could be given than the number cf media representatives here
-

-,

|
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Q 1 this morning.

2 The law that governs the issue before you is the

3 Freedom of Information Act and the Commission's regulations,

4 because the Commission 's regulations tie into the decision

5 that you have to make with respect to disclosure, the nine

6 exemptions of the Freedom of Information Act, and the act

7 itself.

8 The relevant exemptions are Exemption 6 and

9 Exemption 7, which have been loosely referred to in other

10 contexts as the privacy exemptions.

11 Now, the Commission's regulations give you the

12 authority to do whatever you deem just in the circumstances

13 of this issue after balancing the factors involved. The

14 f actors involved are the public interest in disclosure, the

15 private interest in nondisclosure, ar d th e weighing of other

16 steps that could be taken to accomplish all the ends sought

17 b y the par ties and by the individuals we represent.

18 When you strike that balance, the balance must be

19 struck in f avor of nondisclosure, if the private interest in

20 nondisclosure outweighs the public interest, even if there

211s a substantial public interest in disclosure.

22 The most applicable exemption here I think is
.

23 Exemption 7C of the Freedom of Informe'lon Act which uses

\
() 24 the standard of an unwarranted invasion of personal

25 privacy. And I think I should begin by noting the contrast

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 between Exemption 7 and Exemption 6.{)
2 Exemption 6 uses the phrase " clearly unwarranted

3 invasion of personal privac. ," and the Department of the Air

O
4 Force v. Rose, which is perhaps the lead case under

5 Exemption 6, the Supreme Court's opinion on that subject

6 distinguishes between the two exemptions and provides for a

7 lesser showing under Exemption 7 than under Exemption 6 to

8 justify nondisclosure. Footnote 16 is the relevant passage

9 in the opinion.

10 There have been a number of cases in recent years

11 under the Freedom of Inf ormation Act in which the names of

12 individuals involved in one type of proceeding or another

13 have been withheld from public disclosure, notwithstanding

14 the disclosure of other aspects of their involvement in

15 whatever matter may be at issue.

16 The case of Nix v. the United S ta tes, f or example,

17 the names of FBI agents and an assistant U.S. attorney were

18 withheld from public disclosure, notwithstandino the f act

19 that they are publicly employed, paid by the taxpayers to

20 per form the functions they performed, and there is a

21 substantial public interest in knowing their identities.

22 The case of Rushford v. Civiletti involving

23 journalists who sought the identities of judges, federal

24 judges who may have been the target of criminal

25 investigations by the Justice Department, it was determined

)
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(]} 1 that their identities not be disclosed as to any living

2 judges because of the severe adverse impact it could have on

3 them personally and professionally.

4 And in the Providence Journal Company v. FBI case
,

5 cited in our papers, the District Court, and affirmed on

6this point by the Court of Appeals, held that information

7 about the private life of a chieftain, if you will, of

8 organized crime was nondiscoverable or not subject to

9 disclosure, notwithstanding the intense public interest in

10 the individual in question.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Excuse me. If the government in

12 those cases had decided or elected to disclose the

13 inf ormation sought would the act have prevented the
\

14 disclosure?

15 MR. MC BEIDEs The act without anyone to enforce it

16 would not have been self-executing, but the individuals

17 involved had an interest in asserting that the act sh3uld

18 prevent disclosure.

19 Mr. Patrarca in the Providence Journal Company case

20 was permitted to intervene and assert his personal interest

211n nondisclosure, for example.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: What I am asking you is this

23 the act seems to justify the Government's decision not to

j 24 turn over information in the cases in which or not to
25 justify it in cases where the Government decides not to

,

O
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(') 1 disclose.
V

2 MR. EC BRIDE 4 Correct.

r3 3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Does it say anything about the
i i
'J

4 case where the Government decides to disclose? It would

Shave to then be directed to the power of the individuals

6 concerned to stop the Government from disclosing.

7 What is your position on that?

8 MR. MC BRIDE: With respect to this proceeding, the

9 act can be used as a shield rather than a sword, if you

10 will, by the individuals whose interests are in question

11 because of the Commission's regulations. The Commission's

12 regulations provide for you to take such action as you deem

13 appropriate in the circumstances, and the Commission's
n

- 14 regulations provide for the recognition of privacy interests

15 in Part 9 of 10 CFR.

16 Section 9.6 of the Commission's regulations, for

17 example, cpecifically provides for you to make a decision

18 with respect to nondisclosure if privacy in terests justify

19 1t. And in any event it seems to me the question is moot

20 because the Staff has taken a position in favor of

21 nondisclosure.

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN. So can you cite me any authority

23 for the proposition that if the Government decides to

24 disclose -- can you cite me any authority for the

25 proposition that the Government 's decision to disclose is
'

[ ~iv
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('Jl 1 subject to limitations because of the act?
u

2 MR. MC BRIDE 4 Not offhand, but I have a number of

|rx 3 them here, and I would be happy to look at them while the
(-) l

4 other pa rties are stating their position.

5 Now, I wanted to move into a statement with respect

8 to each of the parties' positions. First of all, let me

7 summarize by sayico that I think the position of the

8 Licensee, the Staff, and Mr. Cole and myself arv consistent

9 in all respects.

10 The proposition advanced by +he Licensee that the

11 individuals ' names in question could be identified by

12 letters c f the alphabet and such other individuals as whose

,

13 names may be disclosed by the production of other documents

' '/
i

14 in a similar f ashion is acceptable to us, and we think

15 adequately resolves the controversy because it would permit

18 all documents to be identified vis-a-vis any particular

17 individual, which should be all that is necessary and yet

! 19 which also would preserve the interests of nondisclosure on

19 behalf of those individuals.
|

| 20 Now, it seems to me the Staff has done an excellent

21 job of summarizing the Freedom of Information Act in its

22 papers, an1 our conclusion could have been put on their

23 papers. They state that they believe that disclosure of the

24 names is not necessary and should not take place, but that

|
25 they have no objection to it, and we do. But the cases they

'

("'i
U
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1 cite and the arguments they advance are fully supportive of{}
2 our position.

3 Now, with respect to the other parties, first ofg-)
V'

4 all, as I understand the position of the Commenvealth, they

5 are not advocating disclosure at this time. TMIA argues

6 strenuously in favor of disclosure, but it does seem to me

7 tha t their paper in fact serves just the contrary purpose.

8 If we could, I would like to turn to what TEIA has

9 said, because I think that the arguments they make are proof

10 o f the interest that our clients have in nondisclosure.

11 They say that it is impossible to assure that if a

12 protective order is issued that people that work for their

13 organization could comply wi th the terms of the protective

(-) 14 order, nor would it be fair to expect volunteer members of

15 TMI A to sign a protective order. No substantial reason is

|
| 16 given for that statement.

17 The fact that these individuals might not be

|
' 18 willing to sign a statement is not our problem; that is

19 their problem. Protective orders are commenplace in

|

| 20 proceedings involving confidential or proprietary

21 inf orma tion. The Commission has issued them before, and the

|
22 Commission 's rules provide for them. They have to live with

23 the Commission's rules just as all of the parties to the

24 proceading.

25 They make statements such as the fact that for

/^3
Q)
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(} 1 purposes other than the idle curicalty of the parties would

2 be served by the disclosure of the identities, but they have

3 not really said why. They say that many witnesses will have-

4 to be questioned on NRC's and management's integrity and

5 involvement in the incident, which can only be done by

6 ref erence to these and other employees. That simply is not

7 the case.

8 As I understand it, the Board in this proceeding at

9 an earlier stage and with respect to other issues called Mr.

10 Moseley, the deputy to Mr. Stello of the Office of

11 Inspection and E3forcement, to testif y with respect to the

12 further investigation of the TMI-2 accident that was
:

13 conducted by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, and

(9s/ 14 limited itself to calling him to satisfy whatever interests

15 were invclved in the proceeding with respect to those

16 issues. The Board did not call all the individuals who gave

17 testimony in that proceedino.

18 Similarly here it seems to me that if the Board has

19 f urther inquiry to make with respect to the reports that

20 were issued by various divisions of the NRC, it could call

21 the persons who are responsible for those reports. It could

22 call Mr. Stello, for example. It could call the individual

23 or individuals responsible for the Office of Inspector and

24 Auditor Reports. It can call Met Ed management, and

25 presumably, Judge Milhollin, you will do that.

[JD%
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(~') 1 But the fact remains that with respect to Mr.
t_/

2 Cole's client and our client, who is no longer employed by

3 the company, they cannot affect the capability of management-,

( )
,

m
4 to safely operate TMI-1. They are no longer employed

5 there. They are not engaged in 2ny activity that could bear

6 on that question.

7 Sim31arly, with respect to our client who has been

8 removed from license activities by Met Ed, there is no way

9 that he can aff ect the activities of management to cafely

10 operate the plant. The Board can satisfy itself of the

11 f acts that I have just described and certify them to the

12 parties, and that ought to be sufficient.

13 In summary, it seems to me th a t the interests of
,

N/ 14 everyone concerned can be served adequately by disclosure of

15 documents with letters, as the Licensee proposes; and tha t

16 in the alternative at the very least a protective order has

17 to be issued and proceedings with respect to examination and

18 cross examination of the individuals in question can be done

19 in camera for the reasons stated by the Staff and by

20 c'arselves i n our pa pers.

21 Now, Lf TMIA has severe problems with the

22 conditions we propose with respect to the protective order,

23 if one should be issued, it seems to me that those

24 conditions are necessary to ensure that personal jeopardy

25 does not take place with respect to these individuals.

1

O,,
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{} 1 Courts have oftentimes granted requests for

2 nondisclosure or have refused to order disclosure with

3 respect to the identities of individuals when it would cause

4 them embarrassment, when it would have adverse effects on

5 their personal lives.

6 It seems to me the results have to be all the sore

7 true when the person 's personal jeopardy is in question.

3 And so I think the TMIA papers prove our point and

9 demonstrate the concern that we have, both for the

10 impracticality of the protective order and the jeopardy that

11 could be occasioned to our clients if their names were

12 disclosed.

13 Ihank you.

14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mr. Cole, do you have anything to
.

15 add to that?

16 MR. COLE: Yes, Your Honor. I can summarize what I

17 have to say by statir.y that I concur, and I reiterate the

18 law that has been stated by Mr. McBride, and just add a

ispersonal note here.

20 I have lived in Harrisburg almost my entire life.

21 I was here in the area when the accident occurred. I was

22 here when the cheating situation came up in the press. I

23 know the ef f ect that any permitting of names to become

) 24 available to the press or anyone else can have on these

25 f amilies. It is just I cannot coeprehend the effect that

.

O
!
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(~} 1 might have on these f amilies.
V

2 My client and his family are very fearful that

3 their names would become available to anyone. And I just at7sb
4 a personal level want to make a plea on behalf of my client

5 tha t his name not in any way be permitted to be obtained by

6 these parties. While I can understand their interest in

7 obtaining their names, I just cannot feel, I do not feel

8 that their interest outweighs the interest of my client and

9 his f amily and the effect it may have upon them if his name

10 becomes available.

11 Thank you.

12 MS. BRADFORD: Mr. Chairman, as we stated in our

13 filing , the protective order being incredibly burdensome to

/'/'T(- 14 myself, we are a citizen organization and our members are

15 volun tee rs. They volunteer their time in small segments.

16 They are not sophisticated in the understanding of the law,

17 and therefore, the protective order and a ttends nt sanctions

18 is very possibly -- will ceare off people I desperately need.

19 It is very burdensome. There are other thinga

20 going on besides this reopened portion of the hearing. And

21 for me to alone to assume that burden would mean that we

22 could not effectively argue. And so we do not feel that a

23 protective order in the way suggested in the Staff's

24 suggestion would allow TMI A to continue effectively in this

25 proceeding.

|

| /~; *

| Ns|
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() 1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Let me ask you whether you feel

2 tha t the Licensee's proposed system of letter designations

3 would be adequate?

4 MS. BRADFORD4 We could certainly go along with the

5 Licensee letters. What our concern is is that later as this

6 proceeding continues, we might have a need to either depose

7 some of those individuals or call them as witnesses, some of

8 those individuals. And that is our problem with the

9 Lirensee 's system.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Your position is similar to the

11 Commonwealth 's on that subject.

12 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, it is.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: At least for the time being you

14 can go forward with the lettering system, but at some future

15 time it may become too burdensome.

16 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, correct.

17 MR. CLEWETT We part company somewhat with the

is other Intervenors, TMIA, on this issue. There has been a

19 great deal of talk and a great deal of ink spent on the

20 notion of essentially protecting the guilty here, protecting

21 those people who have already admitted that they cheated.

22 And I think it is important for the Board to focus on what

23 ought to be and what I assume is the real issue, which is
D
\ )\ 24 protecting the interests of everybody and finding out what

)
25 actually this cheating incident means to the ability of the

()
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() 1 Licensee to be trusted to run this potentic11y very

2 dangerous technology, and whether they are assuming tha t

3 responsibility in an adequate way.

4 And there are certainly many theoretical

5 possibilities of ways to beat around the bush of what impact

6 this has , but there is clearly one thing that is the best

7 evidence and that is to talk to these individuals. And if

8 the Board is seriously concerned with discovering the import

9 of this chea ting, it has got to allow us the chance to talk

10 to these people.

11 Now, we think there are certainly interests that

12 these individuals who have admitted cheating have in not
,

13 having everyone know who they are. But consider the fact

' 14 that criminal defendants do not get to have their names

'
15 hidden. Usually when someone has done something wrong they

16 have to put up with the consequences of that. And I think

17 it would be highly inappropriate for the main focus of this

18 hearing to be on the question of protecting the guil ty.

19 If the Board is serious about looking into the

20 import of this cheating , they have got to actua21y *cok into.

21 1 t , and the individuals are a real good place to start. And

22 we think that if the Board should determine chat a

23 protective order, well, that is fine. I am sure there are

24 many dif ferent ways that protective orders could be worked

25 out so that these people's names would not be trumpeted by

(
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Q 1 the press. But in terms of actually educing evidence thati

| 2 bears upon these questions, those people in getting not just

3 the documents, not just potentially relf-serving statements

4 by Metropolitan Edison about what these people did and what'

5 they did not do, but actually talking to the individuals

6 themselves is what is necessarys and we would urge that the

7 Board allow that.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLINa Let me ask you the same question

9 I asked TMIA. For the time being do you think your needs

I 10 would be me t by the le tterin'g system proposed by the

11 Licensee ?

12 MR. CLEWETTa I do not think so. It is one thing

13 to be able to know that a particular test was not taken by

14 the same person that took another test, but in teru of

15 actually being able to intarview these people or having the

16 chance to call them as witnesses, we have got to know who

17 they are.

18 I mean, you know, there might conceivably be some

19 way to, you know, call these people to the stand with a bag

20 over their head or something; you know, have it be Mr. A.

21 But in lieu in some extraordinary procedure like that, we

22 need the names.

23 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 I am going to do thir by way of

24 commenting on TMI A 's comments first and then the Aamodt's

25 comments.
~

O
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1 Apparently TMIA has apparently accepted for the
'

2 time being a letter system, but I would like to make one or

q 3 two observations or perhaps corrections with respect to
V'

4 TMI A's comments.

5 TMIA quotes on the page 2 of its comments on our

6 September 25 response on the subject of confidential!.ty, but

7 suggests both that we have no legal basis for claiming the

8 confidentiality or apparently intend to pursue the question

9 if it comes to later involvement of individuals in the

.

10 hea ring itself.
I

11 As to the first item, we did state in a rootnote

12 tha t there well may be -- I think probab1:t f.iere are rights

13 tha t the individu'il, possibly tLe company, might assert
,

i 14 under the privacy act or in the Commission's own privacy

15 regulations for the protection of the disclosure of |

documen's, investigative documents which would16 government e

17 reveal their names.

18 Oar problem was twof old with tha t. One, the Staff

19 proposal up to this point has been limited to two

20 individuals , the two individuals who admitted to cheating on

21 the NRC examination . There aro other individuals we thi:.k

22 whose names ou7ht to be protected until there comes a time

23 when there is a need to know those names or a need to recall

24 or talk to.

25 There is, as counsel for one of the individuals

O
'
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1 pointed out, a third individual not included in ther ,

2 Commission's order involved in a July '79 incident. There

3 are others who are the subject of rumors, and there may well

4 be others yet to come who will be the subject of allegations

!
5 by Intervenors of chea ting, possible cheating. At least

6 that is the purpose of their proposed discovery is to find

7 out about that.

8 So we felt that the protective order relating only~

9 to the disclosure of the Government documents was not even

10 adequate with respect to all of the individuals identified

11 in the Government's documents.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mr. Trowbridge, excuse me. We

13 are , as you know, laboring here without a public address

b'd 14 system of any kind. I Quid ask you to speak up a little

i

15 bit .

16 Md. TROWBRIDGEs I will speak up better.

17 The other problem with the staf f protective order,

18 as we sa w it , is that it does not do anything with respect

i
19 to company documents. I think all of the names that we are

I
i 20 concerned with, those three that have been identified,

21 others that we are concerned with, could all be obtained

22 through company documents for which we know of no privacy

23 a ct .

d 24 JUDGE MILHOLLINJ Excuse me. You are saying if the

25 names were obtained directly from you --

'

O
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We do not have a privacy act.(N
2 JUDGE MILHOLLINt Then the arguments made

- 3 concerning the privacy act would simply not apply.

4, MR. TROWBRIDGEa That is right.

'

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: And the names could be obtained

6 by other --

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I will come back to the privacy

8 act. I think this Board -- I will say it now -- I think

9 this Board has enough discretion to run the proceeding on

to the basis of the need to know the names, if it serves a

11 purpose that needs to be served to f ully litigate the issue

10 before the Special Master and the Board.

13 I thf.nk the Board in exercising that discretion,

14 the Special Master in exercising that discretion could and

15 should take into account the policy reflected in the Freedom

16 of Information Act and the Commission regulations on

17 privacy. That is not t.he same thing as saying that there is

18 a statute that entitles the company on its own behalf or on

19 behalf of individual employees to protect its records short

20 of the authority of the Special Master and the Board to Co

21 s o .

22 JUDGE MILHGLLIN: Your position is that I have

23 discretion.

24 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 You have the discretion.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.

()
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,

1 MR. TROWBRIDGE The burdensomeness argument should
,

2 be looked at very hard. With the lettoring system we have

3 proposed any number of helpers can get in the act. We

4 propose no restriction on access to the lettered docunents

5 by any volunteers or otherwise that the Intervenors get to

6 review the examination that we have been providing to then

7 and are going to provide to them. So I do not see any

8 interference with that process.

9 Later on we will have to face the question as to

10 whether by way of deposition or witness or testimony one or

11 more individuals has to come forward as a witness. We have

12 anticipated and we still anticipate that this. will not be a

13 problem with respect to many individuals. That is, we

14 anticipate that -- and I hope this turns out to be the case

15 -- that most of the Licenstre personnel will voluntarily

13 appear without claiming confidentiality or asking for

17 special treatment. We certainly cannot say that is true as

18 to everyone , and we certainly cannot say it is true as to

19 the two departed opara tors.

20 We have suggested that we postpone this problem

21 until we are up against real live examples that can be

22 wrestled with on their own merit, on their own problem. We
>

23 have not discarded the possibility they may have to be

| 24 called a s, let's say as a witness, in which case at that

25 time we may very well propose to the Poard a protective

O
'
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(} 1 order, which we would try to work out with the Intervenors,

2 an have in camera sessions.

3 But here again, we are not now talking about a7-)
V

4 large group of helpers. The protective order for that kind

5 of a hearing need only involve the people participating in

6 the hearing, which may be no more than those sitting at this
,

l
7 table, maybe not that many. By "this table" I mean theI

8 colle ction of tables.

9 We would see no reason -- I have not read or

10 digested with as much care as I should have the comments of

11 M r. McBride on the Staff protective order or his suggestion

12 for the changes in it. But from where I sit I cannot see,

13 for example, why we would need -- what Ms. Bradford is

("/Ts- 14 worried about, to include the whole TMIA organization in the

15 scope of a protective order. Since Ms. Bradford is the only

16 one , le t 's sa y , who is here for an in camera session, Ms.

17 Bradford would do it. That is the subject of the protective

18 ord er.

19 I will pass to the Aamodt 's conten tion -- comments

| 20 in which they seem to find an inconsistency between what
|

| 21 might be necessary examination of individuals and

22 r.ondisclosure of their names, by which I mean nonpublic

23 d isclosu re. That is not necessarily an inconsistency.

24 As we have indicated, if it becomes necessary that
|
' 25 individuals become witnesses, that can be done. Obviously

1'')
'

kJ
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(]) 1 the parties at an7 session at which they were witnesses

2 would know their names. That would be the first thing out

J of their mouths whcn they take the ntand.

4 But that does not necessarily mean there has to be

5 public disclosure. One can have examina tion of these

i
6 individuals, full examination, without public disclosure.

7 I am not. now advoca ting that a lot of these people

3 be called. I ao simply ssying it is possible. And if you

9 go down the road of the letterinq system, it does not

10 preclude a further, and to my view not burdensome, system of

otective order and in camera session.*

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Let me ask you a question before

13 you go on. <

14 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If it were decided today that for

16 purposes .of expediting discovery that the lettering system

17 should be used for the time being, would it be possible for

18 the letters to be supplied rapidly by you?

| 19 MR. TROWBBIDGE: Well, let me answer you this way,

l
' 20 Mr. Chairman. I would have told you this when we came to

21 discuss discovery anyhow.

22 I think you already know we have supplied lettered

|
23 examinations , the Kelly examinations , including the original

24 Category T examinations and the ATTS, the mock exam. These

25 have already been delivered to the Aamodts with letters

(
|
|
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(} 1 substituted for names.

2 Today, if we have not already done so, me will

3 deliver to the Aamodts the Kelly makeup examinations. We

4 vill also supply to the Aamodts with letters substituted for

5 Dames the Trunk report on the original Kelly examinations

6 and makeups on Category T, a supplemental Trunk report on

7 the same subject, and a further Trunk report which covers

8 his review of the ATTS examinations to the extent that they
'

9 were not covered in the original NRC review. NEC reviewed

10 some of the ATTS; we reviewed the rest.

11 So I think we are in the process of assembling one

! 12 of a se t . We are rather confident we can have them supplied
1

13by not later than the 9th of October. These are the Kelly

[D'

s' 14 makeups in non-Category T a reas, all lettered . So tha

15 answer is I think we can do this ra ther fast.

16 I might add we have offered more in the matter of

17 mechanical assistance than otherwise to the extent that the
18 NRC investigative reports or for that matter the NRC

19 examinations may get distributed. We have offered to do the

20 same piece of mechanics and distribute +' 3m to the NRC,

21 although this would require a degree of cooperation between

22 us and ICE to get the letters and the names straight.

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN. I was anticipating that

24 particular project when I asked the question, because as

25 things now stand, the parties do not have the ICE report

()
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(]} ? Keyed into any system of keeping track of --

2 MR. TRdWBRIDGE As I understand it, up until today

gS 3 there has been no even informal discovery request for the
U

4 April NRC examinations. But when you see today's discovery

5I think we may have a difforc-. -- but there was no such

6 request at our meeting with the Intervenors on September 21,

7 although there was a request for the TMI-2 examinations.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Staff.

9 MS. SWARTZa We ag ree entirely with the proposition

10 that a lettering system be used. We think that would

11 protect the privacy interests cf the individuals involved as

12 well as allowing the Intervenors c0 get all the information

13 they need. When and if the Intervenors feel they want to
T

- 14 interview any of the people involved, that situation can be

15 dealt with at the time.

16 We do have a few comments on the Aamodts' brief and

17 THI A's brief and also some of the comments that Mr. McBride

18 m ad e .

19 With respect to the Aamodts' brief, they really do

20 not go into -- have no discussion of why they feel they need

21 the identities before they go to hearing in discovery or at

22 hea ring.

23 We argued in our brief that having the names of the

24 individuals is really not necessary to a proper decision as

25 the regulations say for a decision in this proceeding. Fage

'

()
i
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l

(]) 18 of our brief we argue that the public and the parties
i

!2 involved.here have an interest in many aspects of the

3 management capability and in the way NRC conducts its

4 exemptions. But these interests are not furthered by

5 knowing the names at this point in time of tie individuals

8 involved in the incidents at TMI.

7 As I said before, the Staff's prcposal does not

8 preclude examining the individuals at the hearing -- excuse

9 me -- the Licensee's proposal for using letters does not

10 preclude having those people testify later, as the Aamodts

11 in their brief argue.

12 Something else that the Aamodts say and that was

13 brought up in oral argument a few minutes ago, it is

14 analogous with a situation with criminal defendants. These

15 individuals are no t criminal def endants. No charge has been

16 brought against them at all.

17 Going to TMIA's brief, they seem to argue that

18 sanctions are burdensome, and if a protective order were

19 issued , sanctions would be burdensome. Well, it seems to

20 t:e Staff sanctions only come into play when the protective

21 ord(r is violated, and the protective order itself, just

22 keeping some information to yourself, is not unduly

23 burdensome.
~3

24 Something Mr. McBride said, he was arguing that the

25 Freedom of Information Act controls in this instance. The
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{) 1 Steif would subnit that the Freedom of Information Act does

2 not apply. No Freedom of Information Act request has been

3 submitted. This is really discovery. As we argued in our

4 brief, under Section 2.790 3rformation can be withheld.
,

|
! 5 There are exemptions under 2.790 t. hat have exactly the same

6 wording as the regulation that implements the Freedom of

7 Inf ormation Act. I

1

8 In our brief we took the law regarding the Freedom
|

|
9 of Information Act and attempted to apply it to the exact

10 same wording in Section 2.790, feeling that since the

11 wording was exactly the same, the same arguments could be

12 used.

13 One other analogous point, maybe it was just a

14 mistake. Earlier people were talking about the Privacy Act

15 and how that applied. To our knowledge the Privacy Act does

16 not apply at all in this instance, since that deals with

17 records that were in an agency's possession. And I cannot

18 cite you any cases right now, but I believe that

19 investigatory records suc. as the ICE report and the FOIA

20 report are not records within the definition of that act. I

21 believe the Freedom of Information Act is the analogous

22 sta tute , not the Privacy Act.

23 One other point that the Licensee makes, stating
("%() 24 that other individuals' names ought to be protected, we

25 would agree with that. We believe that only the individuals

()
:
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{} 1 who were involved in the cheating incident at TMI have the

2 -- we view our regulations have the legal right to have

3 their names not disclosed; that the other individuals who

Csi
4 have not been itvolved at this at all really have no legal

5right to have their names withheld.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I have a couple of questions for'

7 you.

8 Why do you say tha t there is a dif ference in the

9 legal entitlement of persons who have been accused of

10 cheating than persons who have simply been mentioned in the

11 inv estigatary report, if the grounds for confidentiality is

12 that existence of evidentiary -- I am sorry -- investigatory

13 records -- do you follow my question?

14 MS. SWARTZ: I think so.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If your position is this is a

16 record of the investigation and that is the reason why it

17 comes under the Freedom of Inf o rma tion Act, how can you say

18 that one person 's name in the record is different from

19 ano ther 's?

20 MS. SWARTZ: It is an investigetory record, and

21 tha t is th e position we took in our brief. However, under

22 both 2.790 and the FOIA investigation, it is an

23 investigatory record because it would be an unwarranted

) 24 invasion of personal privacy.

25 We do not think releasing the name of an individual

(
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(} 1 who took the oral exam on April 23rd is any kind of invasion

2 of that individual's privacy. It may be a matter of public

3 record now that the applications for those'-- I do not know;

4 I am getting beyond --

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Isn't it somewhat -- the people

6 accused up to now --

7 MS. SWARTZ I am sorry. I did not hear.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I guess I -- I think I understand

9 your position. Let's put it that way.

10 The second question I have, the question I asked

11 Mr. McBride , which is how do you respond to the following

12 idea s the Freedom of Information Act justifies the position

13 of an agency which decides not to disclose information.

14 Is there any limitation, however, on the discretion

15 of the agency to disclose if it decides to~do so? For

16 example , if I should decide that all the names should be

17 disclosed, does the Freedom of Information Act limit my

18 discretion in any way, assuming that t!y act would be the

19 agency's act at that point?

20 MC- SWARTZ: It is my understanding that a

21 balancinq has to be done under the Freedom of Information

22 Act exemptions, and tha t if you do the balancing of private

23 interest and public interest and you decide public interest

24 outweighs private interest, that is your decision and that

25 is the agency'c decision.

()
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1 I am saying you would have a discretion. As I{}
2 understand the Fre3 dom of Information Act, you would have

3 discretion.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, my question is, one more

5 time around , my question is, well, let's take two

6 situations. Situation number one would be the situation

7 where I dec;.4.e, seting for the agency, not~to disclose, and

8 someone seeking the information under the Freedom of

9 Inf ormation Act then could take that somewhere for redress

10 or review. That is the normal pattern for litigating these

11 questions.

12 MS. SWARTZ: Yes.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: But suppose I decide to

O)\- 14 disclose. Then what possible remedy exists for someone who

15 would be unhappy with my decision to disclose other than

16 from the agency?

17 MS. SWARTZ: I would assume that a person could go

18 to court and get a stay of your decision to release these

19 names.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN' My question is does the act limit

21 the decision to disclose?

22 MS. SWARTZs I am afraid I cannot --

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: It obviously does not limit the

24 decision not to disclose. It obviously does limit the

25 agency in its power to refuse to disclose. The question is
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{} 1 does it limit the agency's power to disclose, which is a

2 dif ferent question.

3 MS. SWARTZa Right. I am afraid I cannot answer

4 that question at this point.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN You do not know.
,

6 Would the Licensee have any views on that?

7 MR. TROWBRIDGEa No, sir.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Okay. You agree that it is a

9 relevant question.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, yes.10 s

11 JUDGE MILHOLLINa Okay.

12 Mr. McBride. .

13 MR. MC BRIDES I think I can shed some light on

14 your question, as I have had the chance to think about it.

15 On the one hand we have Providence Journal v. FBI, which is

16 ci'sd in our papers and which I referred to earlier, where

17 M r. Patrarca was permitted to intervene. Admittedly in that

18 situation he was defending the proposition that the records

19 in question with respect to him not be disclosed. But it

20 does seem to me it would be an odd result when a person can

21 only intervene on -- that can only intervene to defend and

22 not intervene to oppose publication.

23 On the other hand, I am trying to be helpful to

24 you , and I seem to have some recollection that at the

25 tailer.d of last year 's term in the Supreme Court they

(
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{} 1 decided a case with respect to reverse FOIA questions:

2 whether a company, for exam ple, escid go to court to block

3 disclosure. I confess I ae not sure what the result was,

J
4 but it seems to me that the Court ruled a'ainr reverse FOIA

5 cases. Not happily as far as I am concerned, but it does

6 seem to me that was the result. I believe there is law on

7 the question , but I just do not have it with me.

8 If I can address come of the points that have been

9 made by the other parties.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: We have a lot of business to do

11 today.

12 MR. EC "LIDE: I'm going to try to wrap this up in

13 about five minutes or less.

14 Mr. Clewett made the point that what we are talking

15 about here are individuals who he characterized as guilty,

16 and I think we are talking about anything but that. It

17 seems to me that there is' nothing more appropriate to

18 protect from disclosure than raw law enforcement files,

19 which these are under the Freedom of Information Act.

20 No one has been charged with a crime. No one has

21 had their deeds ad judicated. Action was taken by their

22 employer which mooted the necessity for any action by the

23 government .

24 This is really analogous to a situation in which a
|

25 person goes before a grand jury or is investigated by a i
l
l
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1 grand jury, and the graad jury decides not to. indict or

'

2 issue a report. In tha t e vent the records..of the grand jury '

3 ure not disclosed. We have the same situation here.

4 Now, with respect to your questinri, your

5 hypothetical, first, when the agency in e,uestion decides not
.

6 to disclose versus the second one when they do, it seems to

7 me that the agency has decided not to disclose here. Mr.

8 Stello decided not to disclose their client's names. On my

9 request his staff notified me on or about the time that
,

|

10 these materials were provided to Staff counsel. Staff'

11 counsel has taken the position against disclosure.

12 With all due respect, you are in the position of

13 adjudica ting the ma tter. Your views can be appealed, but I

14 believe the views of the persons in the agency possessing

15 the documents are the persons in the agency who speak on

16 behalf of the agency with respect to disclosure, and their

17 position is against disclosure.

18 Now, you ask what happens if you rule in favor of

19 disclosure. I do not think that is the end of the line. I

20 assume you did not mean to imply that. Your decision can be
!
'

21 reviewed by the Boa rd, the Appeal Board, either the

22 Commission or a Court of Appeals, et cetera, and the balance

23 can be struck.

24 And finally, I would just like to refer you to some

25 newspaper articles that I have collected about this matter

O
'
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() 1 just as an illustration of the kind of publicity this matter

2 has already occasioned, even including publicity that

(~',) 3 apparently was con tributed to by the Intervenors and the
w

4 Aamodts in this case: an article about cheating on NRC

5 tests, a banner headline in the local paper sn the 29th of

6 July, "TMI Test Checked for Cheating."

7 It seems to me tha t these kinds of articles -- and

8 there have been a number of them -- are the best evidence

9 there is, along with the position of THIA that the interests

10 of our clients would be adversely affected by disclosure of

11 their names.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I think in the interest of time I

13 a m goinn to indicate that I have heard enough on the subject

'' 14 of confidentiality. Before we reconvened this af ternoon I

15 was informed that the parties are productively engaged in

16 disc'tssing the schedule and discovery, so --

17 MR, TROWPRIDGE: In reverse order, we have gotten

18 -- we were making progress in discussing the scope of

19 disccvery requests and the meaning of --

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You did not yet reach the

21 schedule ? Very well. It might be in the interest of tims

22 to take another adjournment so those discussions can be

23 resumed. I think I recall being told that a half hour might

24 d o , but I am skeptical of that. I would think an hour would |

I

25 be more appropriate.

)
l
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Why don't we report back in an{)
2 hour as to where we stand? -

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. We will stand

O
4 adjourned until 4:00.

5 (Recess.)

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: May I make a progress report?

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Certainly.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGEs Not very much. Because the

9 Commonwealth had a limited number of discovery requests, ve

to did go over with the Commonwealth both the intent and

11 acceptability of their contentions. That applies to their

12 discovery of Licensee and their discovery 't Staff, so I

13 think we are through with the Commonwealth.

14 We have been talking for a considerab., neriod of

15 time with the Aamodts, and we a re trying to do it in

16 essentia'.ly two bites one, that we first understand -- and

17 ve have some dif ficulty -- what the discovery request is

18 intended to be or encompass. We have completed essentially

19 that first step with the Aamodts. We have not completed the

20 second step, and it is going to take some diu:ussion amono

21 us as to the position we will take, where we vill oppose or

22 where we will suggest, on the basis of what wr understand

23 they want, some intermediate document requests.

| 24 We have not started on this process at all with

25 TMI A, nor have we heard from either the Aamodts or TMIA, and

)
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[}
1 I do not know whether thia is going to be any problem or

2 not, whether they understand or argue with our discovery

3 requests.
,

t

4 Finally, ve have not discussed schedule. I see no

5 alternative, Judge Milho111n, but that we continue the

6 process this af ternoon and into the evening to the extent
i

7 people can and resume in the morning.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do other parties have any remarks?

9 MS. SWARTZs The Staff would be much happier if we

10 could conclude this evening , if we had to go late this

11 evening. Everybody here now is familiar with the

12 information in front of thom, and if it takes a while, it

13 takes a while, but at least get it done tonight so we would
,

|

14 not have to come back tomorrow.

15 MR. TROWBRIDGE Well, I am making a prediction

16 that it is going to take our efforts for the rest of the

17 af terncon and into a part of the evening to complete the

18 process in which we are engaged, and I think in the end this

19 eff ort -- and it is an effort to include accommodation among

20 the parties, at least to a faster and as well as better

21 solution than discussions and arguments with the Special

22 Master where we find ourselves talking at cross purposes or

23 not understanding and not having made an effort at that time

24 to see what can be agreed upon, ever .if it is only to agree

25 as to where we agree and where we disagree.

/'\ l(/ '
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G 1 MS. SWARTZ4 We agree -- I am sorry. Are you
V

2 through?

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 Yes.

4 MS. SWARTZ: We agree it is a great deal of help to

5 discuss the discovery requests, and yes, we will go along

6 with the discovery requests we are not sure what you mean

7 by this, what exactly do you want here. That has been very

8 f avorable.

9 We have gone through with TMIA just about half or

10 maybe even more than half of their discovery requests and

11 have been able to get a great deal of understanding. We do

12 not think our discussion with the Aamodts will take any more

13 than half an hour, and we have already completed our

14 discussions with the Commonwealth. We think it rea11I could .

15 be completed this evening.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: How much more time do you

17 anticipa te with TMI A?

18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: You have not made allowance for

19 schedule discussions.

20 MS. SWARTZ That is true, but we think TMIA will

21 be about another 15 minutes.

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am sorry. What have you done?

23 I was not aware of any discussions with TMIA. Their

24 discovery requests o' vou and yours of them or both?

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Could you try to address me?

()
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 Yes. I was asking fcr
[

2 clarification as to whether the Staff discussions with TMIA,

3 which I was unaware of, encompassed their Staff

O
4 interrogatory requests or TMIA's discovery requests or both.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Do you understand the questions?

6 MS. SWARTZ: Yes. And in trying to speed things

7 along we were talking with TMIA while Licen~see wa s talking

8with the Aamodts, and we were talking about TMIA's questions

9 of us. We have not discussed the questions we asked of

10 TMI A. I believe the only interrogatcries we have of TMIA

11 dealt with issue 13 which is no longer in this proceeding.

12 We have not talked about the questions with the

13 Aamod ts. We had, I believe, about 15, maybe 20 questions of

14 them dealing with their issue 6. The other interrogatories

15 ve asked dealt with issues thac are no longer in this

16 proceeding , so those f all a way.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Could you , TMI A, indicate nov

18 whether you are going to object to the interrogatories by '

19 the Staff?

20 MS. BRADFORD: No, we are not.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Your plans are not to object.

22 MS. BRADFORD: I do not anticipate that, although I

23 have not studied them.

24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: My question is designed to find

25 out how much time is going to be necessary. I take it there
|

|s
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,

(}
1 will not be a difficulty in your replying to the

2 interrogatories by the Staff. -

3 MS. SWARTZ4 We are withdrawing our interrogatories

4 since they only dealt with issue 13.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So it appears then that the Staff

6 and THI A can conclude mutual discovery very quickly, and

7 then the Staff would be able to talk to the Aamodts.

8 I think it would be preferable to finish this

9 evening. We will have to discuss the sched ule. Do you feel

10it would be prudent to switch your discussions to the

11 schedule, or do you think it would be best to finish

12 discovery and then discuss the schedule?

13 ER. TROWBRIDGE: I think we should finish our

14 discussion of the discovery.

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That would make the --

16 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We could have more concrete

17 discussions.

18 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. Shall we then adjourn

19 for another period of time?

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: How late do we have access to this

21 roo m ?

22 JUDGE MILHOLLIN That is something we will have to

23 find out during our adjournment. le t's assume we will have

24 it until 5:00, and so why don't we have a report at 5:00.

25 Do you anticipate it will take at least an hour?

()
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(]) 1- MR. TROWBRIDGE: At least. I anticipate that it

2 will take a good deal more than an hour. -

3 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Well, why don't we see how things-

4 stand in an hour? It could be that it would be prudent or

5 more efficient at some point simply to agree on things that

6 you have not been able to negotiate, and then I can simply

7 rule if it appears that negotiations are not leading
|

8 anywhere.

9 I might say that on the question of confidentiality

10 I will make a ruling right now, and that is, for the time

11 being we are going to adopt a lettering system. And if it

12 becomes necessary for some activity to be undertaken which

13 would require explicit disclosure of a name then I willr

14 make a f urther ruling at that ti r e . But for purposes of

15 expediting discovery, it is important that-the documents be

16 f urnished quickly, and the only system I can see for doing

17 that is the lettering system.

18 That is going to include furnishing letters for the

19 Staff's investigatory documents if those documents are

20 required by other parties.

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I understand it is something -- w e

22 could obviously supply a lot of letters. We'6 have an

23 investigative report f rom the staff where the interviewee
-~

\) 24 said well, I sat next to blank-and-blank. We cannot

25 necessarily do that. We will have to cooperate with the

i .
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/~3 1 Staff. We have nothinc of their submission on seating
G,

2 arrangem er.cs , who was in the room. -

3 MS. SWARTZ4 We will get that taken care of.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I assume the two of you can work

5 it out.

6 MS. SWARTZ: Right.

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Assuming tha t they are to be

8 supplied.

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 So for the time being you can all

10 assume that the ruling is that documents will be furnished

11 with the lettering system which han beer. used before in the

12 hearing , and that will be the ruling for the tis + being.

13 Should it become necessary to make further rulings, those
A
\- 14 rulings will just occur when the time for them arises -- the

15 need for them arises, I should say.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We will be back at --

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I will see you here at 5:00.

18 ER. TROWBRIDGEs At 5:00. Are you going to

19 designate somebody that is responsible for finding out the

20 availability of the room?

| 21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 I will take care of that.
|

22 (Recess.)

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: We are ready to reconvene.

24 Perha ps we can start by having a progress report from the

25 parties.
,

I
! .
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Let me speak from where we ended,{}
2 how f ar we have gotten. -

3 We have cotten through with both THIA and the

4 Aamodts the process of understanding what the discovery

5 requests are. There has been some discussion along the way,

6 but no definitive discussion along the way about what might

7 be our position.

8 There has been a genuine need to understand,

9 particularly in the case of TMI A, what was being requested.

10 We have had on our part no opportunity for Mr. Blake and

11 myself to sit down and discuss what position we would like

12 to take on each of the, more much less discuss with the

13 other parties what accommodations might be made. Therefore,

b
N/ 14 if we proceed to discuss it, we are going to go through the

15 painful process of Mr. Blake and I, short, I hope,

16 conferences, and state of f the top of our heads our

17 objections where there are some, some of which wJll be heard

18 f or the first time by THIA and the Aamadts.

19 That is a process which I thitk will be lengthy.

20 If the Special Master wants it that way, then that is the

21 way we would have to proceed.

22 As far as talk about schedule and the Board's

23 outline , we are prepared to talk to the Board 's schedule.

24 We are p repared to comment on the Board's -- but there has

25 been no discussion whatsoever among the parties, and this

(
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(3 1 includes Statf as well as ourselves, I believe, of the
(J

2 schedule. -

3 We would be voicing our views without anyg-
\J

4 discussion. And I would 7.ike to renew in the form of a

5 motion to the Special F. aster that we adjourn for the day and

6that we resume in the morning, and that to the extent the

7 Intervenors are able to do so, physically or otherwise, we

8 continue to cover some of the areas that we have not yet

9 covered.

10 I would hope some of the other parties would

11 express their views.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am interested in having the

13 views of all the parties.

(~)bk- 14 How does the Staff feel about their progress?

15 MS. SWARTZ4 We have gone pretty much through what

16 the Aamodts have given us, have not gone through what

17 requests we made of the Aamodts. They indicated to us that

18 they did not think that would take too long. We are th roug h

19 with our discussions with TMIA and the Commonwealth. We do

20 not see any problem in just now discussing schedule. The

21 Licensee can say what scheor'e they want, what schedule we

22 w an t, what TMIA wants, whit the Aamodts want, get it on the

23 record , and you could rule.

24 We are also prepared at this time to discuss your

25 additional minimum evidentiary presentations and make

*

(~T\_)
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1 whatever motions are necessary and again have you rule. And

2 ve are also willing to stay tenight to get:.as much done on
s

3 the record as we can, and if we have to go tomorrow morning
[~s)

^#
4 then at least have it be a short session tomorrow morning.

5 MR. CLEWETT. We would support the approach

6 articulated by Mr. Trowbridge. We feel that the hour is

7 getting late and to the extent that there may be extensive

8 discussion of the areas that we do not agree on, it would be

9 better f or all parties if we could do it when we a re fresh.

10 I think we would be prepared to talk about

11 scheduling now, if that is how you would like to proceed,

12 but we 'tould greatly appreciate a chance to adjourn for the

13 day and come back tomorrow when we have had a chance to get

(O
(s' 14 some sleep.

15 MR. ADLER: As stated by the other parties, I have

16 no more discovery business to conduct, and I do not plan to

17 engage in whatever evidentiary or discovery-related

18 arguments that the other parties will conduct. So my only

19 preference is that if we could possibly discuss schedule

20 this evening, I would appreciate it since there would be no

21 need for ne to return tomorrow.
!

| 22 MS. BRADFORD: We have no problems with coming back

23 tomorrow if that seems to be necessary.

9
-

24 JUDGE MILHCLLIN: In that case I think it would be

| 25 best for us to spend the rest of this evening on the
!

I
'

(~
kJ
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(]) 1 response by the Licensee and the Staff concerning the

2 additional issues which I distributed and also to talk about

p 3 the schedule.
%J -

-

4 I have some other announcements which I will make

5 also and then tomorrow we can meet again. Perhaps it would

6 be best to wait until tomorrow to decide exactly what we are

7 going to do tomorrow.

8 Are you disposed to meet together further this

9 evening?

10 MR. CLEWETT: Yes.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: This should not last beyond 6:00.

12 Could I ask the parties to indicate what their

13 plans are for meeting this evening?

[)
\' 14 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Me are prepared to meet the entire

i
| 15 evening.

16 MS. SWARTZ: Oh, we are able to meet the entire

17 evening , too.

18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We would propose to go have supper

19 and come back.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. Is that agreeable to

21 the other parties?

22 MR. CLEWE"T: That would be for the discussion of

23 the scheduling and the additional issues?

24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I would anticipate we could

| 25 discuss the additional issues and scheduling before we break
I

*("h
| Li
|
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(} 1 for dinner.

2 HR. CLEWETTa And then would the effort be to

gg 3 continue all business later this evening?
V

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: No. My understanding is that you

5 have agreed you are goinc; to meet together without me.

6 MR. CLEWETTa Ah, yes.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Throughout the evening. And I

8 would simply ask you what your plans are for meeting.

9 MR. CLEWETT: I think we would be able to do at

10 least some of that , but because of the hour at which we had

11 to get going this morning, we had quite a drive to get here;

12 ve really are genuinely beginning to get tired, and we have

13 a long drive ahead of us this evening as well. So we are

14 prepared to do some further meeting, but I would not want to'-

15 promise the Special Matter that there might not be some

161oose ends that are not tied up.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I would assume that not everyone

18,a mong you has the same hour of adjournment this evening in

19 min d . I could probably assume that if you agree among

20 yoursel res to meet that you could probably work out among

21 yourselves the time when it would best to adjourn, so I will

22 lea ve that to you.

23 I was just hoping you could give me some idea

24 generally of what your plans were. I take it that your

25 collective intention is to meet after dinner for some period

*

V(~h
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{} 1 of time and that your effort would be to agree upon those

2 things you can agree and separate those things you cannot

3 for my ruling tomorrow.x
4

4 MR. CLEWETT It has just been suggegted that it

5 might be better to do this before dinner, but I imagine we

6 can arrange this among ourselves.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You all can arrange it among

8 yourselves. I just was interested in knowing whether you

9 plan to meet this evening, and the answer is yes; so that is

10 suf ficient f or my purposes.

11 Perhaps we could then move on to the question of

12 meeting in the morning. I would be disposed to convene at

13 9:00, so we will begin at that time in this room.

14 MR. CLEWETT: Is there any -- excuse me. I am

15 sorry.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: There is the fact that the

17 Capital Street entrance apparently is the only one

18 accessible now for leavine * ' . building and tonorrow morning

19 for returning to the builu.ag.

20 MR. CLEWETT Is there any possibility that we

21 might begin at 10:00 in lieu of 9:00.

22 JU DGE MILHOLLIN : Nine would be far more efficient.

23 MR. AAMODT: As far as leaving at 7:00 to get here,

24 if we work late this evening it in pretty, you know -- we

25 would like to do a decent job and be efficient tomorrow, so

'(~)
LJ
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()N

.2 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 The Aamodts have a two-hour drive.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Shall I make it !9:30? We will

4 convene at 9 :30 in the morning.

5 Perhaps I should make some announcements now so you

6 can have my announcements in mind during your discussions.

7 The members of the Licensino Board have identified

8 certain witnesses whom the y wish to question themselves.

9 These witnesses are the following: Arnold, Boger, Davis --

10 Davis is the person who graded the SB0 examinations --

11 Hukill, Kelly, Newton and Ross.

12 MR. SILVER Which Ross?

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Mr. Ross. .

O
\ '' 14 Also, the Board members would like to question the

15 people who administered the ATTS examination and the

16 Licensee 's mock examination , all NBC proctors at the TMI

17 examinations, and all the SB0 examinees.

i

18 This is a preliminary list. The Board may decide

191ater to add some names.
1

i

| 20 To the Board's list I have just given you I will

|
'

21 now add at this time some additional witnesses that it is

22 very likely I will want to calls Mr. Husted; the persons

23 who took the NRC examinations and the mock examinations in

24 rooms where cheating appears to have occurred; the person

25 whose work appears to have been copied from on the makeup

. )
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Q 1 Category T examination; and any other persons who appear to

2 have cheat 9C. on this latter examination. -

3 Again, this is an initial list. It is possible

4 that I will decide to add other witnesses later.

5 MS. SWARTZ: Excuse me. Could we have

Cclarification? Did you want to interview all people who

7 vere in the room where cheating occurred? ~

8 JUDGE MILHOLLINa Yes.

9 MS. SWARTZ That includes the proctors and people

10 who substituted and *
-- -

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. And other persons who may

12 have been present for other periods of time.

13 MS SWARTZ: Okay.

14 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 All other candidates?'

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. All candidates who were

16 present in the room where i t is alleged that cheating

17 occurred .

18 MR. CLEWETTa May we a sk f or a cla rifica tion -- you

19 mentioned a person named Husted -- he would be or she would

20 be --

21 JUDGE MILHOLLINs He la an employee of the Licensee.

22 MR. CLEWETTa Thank you.

23 MR. BLAKE: Might I get a clarification where you

24 indicated persons who administered the ATTS and Licensee

25 mock exams?
.
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(~T 1 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I meant that to be the persons
V4

2 who administered the ATTS examination and the persons who

- 3 administered the mock examination.

'''
4 MR. BLAKE: That is one and the same in our

5 parlance. That is why I asked.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Those persons are the same

7 persons?

8 MR. BLAKEa The ATTS exam was the mock exam

9 administered just prior to the NBC exam in April.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I was not aware that they were

11 the same exam.

12 MR. BLAKEs All right. -

13 MRS. AAMODT: Are you referring perhaps to the l'QS

O)(_ 14 examination , the mock examination? That was of ten ref erred

15 to as the mock.

16 JUDGE MILHOLLIN I am referring to the inock

17 examination upon which it appears the same type of cheating

18 occurred as on the NBC -- the same type of cheating as

19 appeared on the NRC examination.

20 We are ready now to entertain your reactions to the

21 additional issues specified by me earlier today. Since the

22 lion's share of those additional issues are directed to the
23 Staff, we might start with the Staff first.

24 MS. SWARTZ: That is fine. We seek two

25 clarifications on issues 1, 3 and 5 in general and then also

'

,a

v
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.

1 again on issues 2 and 10 in general on page 2.
{'

2 You talk about qualified personnel sitting for the

- 3 NRC exams, personnel that are qualified for their

_

4 positions. We wonder if by that do you mean qualified, they

5 did not cheat or otherwise divert the process, as opposeC to

6 they were trained well enough and are therefore qualified?

7 JUDGE MILHOIT.IF. The intention is to focus on the

8 question whether the process by which they are examined is

9 adequate , not the process by which they are trained.

10 MS. SWARTZ4 Right.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Does that answer your question?

12 MS. SWARTZ I think so.

13 Going to where you have a discussion of issues 2
o
LJ 14 and to on page 2, under A, down toward the bottom you ask

15 about what instructions were the NRC proctors given by their

16 superiors.

17 W ', do not believe that is relevant to the cheating

18 that occurred or the possibility of cheating, and thus is

19 not appropriate here.

20 You go on and say what instructions did they give

21 to the examihees. That is certainly relevant. What they

l 22 did do is of concern. ~ What they were told to do is perhaps

23 n o t , or we feel is not.

24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If you lse:ik at item F, a person

25 could say that that is a -- the reason I put it in is I

_ .

xJ
|
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(} 1 thought it would'he fair to let you know what my concern is

2 already at this time; and that is that my concern is whether

3 the process by which NRC administers its examinations is
r-)x(_

4 adequate.

5 In my view thtt would include instructions given to

6 proctors, because that would determine presumably if they

7 follow instructions what kind of proctoring exists, which in

8 turn would certainly affect the integrity of the examination

9 process.

10 MS. SWARTZ: We would argue the reason this hearing

11 was reopened was to investigate the cheating that occurred.

12 The cheating that occurred perhaps occurred because the

13 proctors were not attentive enough, that they did not obey

14 the instructions given by their supervisors or they did.

15 But it really does not make any difference'to the fact that

16 these people cheated or to the fact that it bears no

17 relation to the reason why this hearing was reopened, which

18 is to investigate cheating and the ir.act that cheating may

19 have on the issue of management capability and opera tor

20 testing and licensing. So we would pose our objection to it.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN4 Very well. I think you can

22 probably determine by now that my view of the scope of the

23 proceeding is dif f erent f rom the one you have just set

24 forth , and so I would not, if it is in the form of a motion

25 then -- I am afraid it would be denied.

'

I)%s
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(~S 1 MS. SWARTZ: What we are using as a basis of our
V

2 view of the scope of the proceeding is what Chairman Smith

,3 3 said this morning. Maybe you could explain what your view-

U
4 of the scope is. -

5 JUDGE MILHOLLINs As I just said,~I think the

6 instructions given to the proctors is part of the general

7 question of the adequacy of the examination system at NRC.

8 HS. SWARTZ: Yes.

9 JUDGE MILHOLLINs And I would view that as properly

10 within the scope of these proceedings, even though arguably

111t could or could not be determinative if cheating in fact

12 occurred.

13 MS. SWARTZ4 The next problem we have is under C

- 14 with other monitoring under issues 2 and 10. We have

15 problems with that entire paragraph, "To what extent does

16 the NRC monitor the Licensee's training program?"

17 In our visu the question was already looked at and

18 determined in the hearing that was neld before, and the

19 Licensee 's training program, the Staff's review or lack of

20 review of the Licensee 's training program was already an

21 1ss u e , now litigated, and which the Licensing Board made

22 determinations on in their partial initial decision. And we

23 believe that Mr. Smith this morning made it clear that

i 24 investigation into traininc should not be allowed.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Would tha t be more acceptable to

/~'t *

U
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{~} 1 you if the word " training" were changed to " testing?"

2 MS. SWARTZ That would be fine. Should I do that?

gS 3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I was simply asking you a
V

4 question f or informational purposes.

5 MS. SWARTZ: The next part where it says NBC was to

6 have monitored the Category T examination, J t was our

7 understanding, it is our belief that NBC agreed to review

8 the Category T examination, just the examination, not to

9 monitor the taking of the examination, the administration of

10 i t , but just to look at the examination. And this was under

11 a separate agrenment that the Licensee worked out with the

12 Commonwealth whereby NRC would look at these examinations

13 and analyze their sufficiency. We had not agreed to monitor
em
- 14 the Category T examinations.

15 So thus the NRC's procedure for doing so and would

16 NRC have detected cheating on the Category T examination,

17 those wo uld fall away because we did not monitor, we did not

18 grade any Category T examinations.

19 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: What was the extent of your

20 monitoring responsibility for the Category T exam?
i

t 21 MS. SWARTZ I believe we had none. Maybe I am
|

22 wrong . On page 129 of the Board's partial initial decision

23 in their finding 230 they state that the Category T testing

24 issue has been resolvad to their satisfaction. The Licensee

25 commits to exam prior to restart on the subject matter of

r - .

%)
I

o
-
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(~^) 1 Category T examinations for the remaining individuals of the
s-

2 36 who the Licensee has certified for NRC licensing

7x 3 examination prior to restart of TMI-1.

b
4 Further, all previous Category T examinations will

5 be evaluated by the NRC prior to restart. The de termina tion

6 by NRC that any Category T examination utilized by Licensee

7 was unacceptable vill require that another examination

8 acceptable to NRC be constructed and administered to all

9 Licensee's operaters who had passed the unacceptable

to examination.

11 So we did not have any control over 'he giving of

12 the Category T examinations. We did not monitor them at all

'

13 and were not required to.

k/r') 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Your position is you were not
i

15 required to oversee the administra tion of the examination.

16 MS. SWARTZ The Category T examinations, yes.

; 17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. Go ahead.
1

18 MS. SWARTZ: On to page 3, also under issues 2 and

|
19 10, letter D, integrity of the examination, we are fine

1
20 except down to "Do responses to the questions require f resh

|
21 analysis by the examinee or can the responses be memorized?"

|

22 a nd then on down the rest of number D.

23 That seems to us to really go to the substance of

24 the NRC exam -- is the NRC exam constructed so that the
25 responses are such that they can be memorized -- and again,

|
-

,,
\J
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1 we feel that the substance of the NRC exam is not a subject{}
2 to be discussed in this reopened proceeding. That was not

3 an issue lef t open by the Board in its partial initial-)
G

4 decision.

5 One question we do have, again under D, "The bank

6 of questions maintained by NRC is to be furnished together

7 with the examinations mentioned in issue 1 above," we are

8 not sure how public those questions are, and if there is

9 such a bank that they use to plug into other exams, we might

to have problems with tha t, giving it to all the parties, just

11 because then other NRC exams would be compromised in the

12 f uture.

13 And on E we do not believe the oral tests that are
s

14 scheduled to be given and graded have anything to do with-

15 cheating . They have not even been taken yet. There cannot

H3 be any cheating on it if they have not been taken, and thus,

171t has no relevance to this reopened proceeding.

18 And letter F, we feel that this, too, is beyond the
|

| 19 scope of the reopened hearing. ?he allegations that were

20 made in the Kemeny Report sere somethinc that was the

21 subject of testimony in the original hearing, The testimony

| 22 was presented on it, cross examination, the parties made

23 fin dings and the Boar?. also made findings with respect to

24 operator training and the NRC giving of exams.
l

25 The way NRC gave exams is an issue .5-t was left

-

c3 .
| \s
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V(~'s
1 open, out s .. e attitude of the people giving '.c we do not

2 think is within the scope. It is not an issue here. The

<~s 3 NRC's attitude could not have been seen to have caused the
b

4 operators to cheat on this exam and does not really seem to

5 hare any relevance. ~

6 The Board this morning said that any issues in this

7 proceeding should have a clear nexus to cheating since

8 cheating was the reason this hearing was reopened, and we do

9 not think -- to reiterate, we d( not think the attitude of

10 NRC has anithing to do with the cheating.

11 We would move that our objections be noted and that

12 on page 2 under "Other Monitoring," the first sentence was

13 changed to read, "To what extent does NRC monitor the

(~) 14 Licensee 's testing program? Is NRC's interest confined to'-

15 its own examination?" and the remainder deleted.

18 On page 3 under " Integrity of the Examination,"

17 fron "Do responses to the questions require fresh analysis"

18 to the end of that paragraph be deleted. And that

19 paragra phs E and F also be deleted.

20 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Thank you.

21 Licensee?

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Blake will undertake to

23 commen t, Mr. Chairman.

24 MR. BLAKEs Judge Milho111n, most of mine are in

25 the nature of comments or r3 ally seeking clarification f rom

)
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O 1you rather than objections.

2 On page 1 in your lead-in to the subissues where

3 you refer in the second line of that lead-in to "Is them
fb

4 examination certification program adequate," it is the word

5 "ad equate" that gives me trouble.

6 I wonder if what you mean by that is from the

7 standpoint of minimizing or eliminating the threa t that

8 cheating could def eat the system?

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I think it would be fair to say

10 the concern is whether the system can be defeated by devices

11 such as chea ting -- by devices. Cheating would be one

12 device. -

13 But if the integrity of the process is undermined

V 14 by devices which would not be though t of as cheating in the

15 ordinary usage, I think that would be included. What is not

16 included is rededication of the adequacy of the training

17 program , for example.

18 I will give you an example. If you had a system in

19 which the questions given on the examination were accessible

20 bef ore the examination, cme people would say that is not

21 cheating ; but I would say that is a device which undermines

22 the integrity of the examination sys tem and would be fairly

23 included in this proceeding.

24 MR. BLAKEs But what you are not looking for here

25 is a substantive view as to the technical adequacy of either

.

v
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~T 1 the training or of the scope or detail of the questions in
(G

2 the exaa.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That is right.p) ^

L.
4 MR. BLAKE: Very well. -

5 My next question comes at the top'of page 2 on your

6 subissue C, and it is a similar type of question. Again, I

7 am seeking a clarification.

8 Is what you would seek there is evidence on the

9 administering of re-examina tions, the process of

10 administering re-examinations from the standpoint again of

11 minimizing cheating or the potential, or defeating the

12 integrity, if you will -- similar words to.what you used on

13 the prior explanation.

\_/ 14 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I think what I have in mind there

15 is this: does the policy or the practice that you have of

16 allowing re-examination amount to a device for undermining

17 the integrity of the examination process, which is different

18 f rom the question as you characterized it in your question

19 to me.

20 MR. BLAKE: Yours is broader.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes.

| 22 MR. BLAKE4 Than the way I characterized it.
|

| 23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes.

24 MR. BlAKE Dropping down further on that page,

25 aga in in yo r.r 1.ea d-in , the language at the beginning of thej

|
ap

\,_j
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/3 1 second line, to ensure that operating personnel are
U

2 qualified.

3 JUDGE MILHOLLINa You are referring to issues 2 and
L,'

4 10? -

5 MR. BLAKE4 I am. My question again is similar. I

6 may well have the answer by this point.. Again, it is with

7 respect to the integrity of the process and not with respect

8 to the technicci content or validity or subrtantive worth of

9 the tests themselves.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, that is right.

11 MR. BLAKE Under B, therefore, subissue B,

12 grading , on that same page, has it been adequate in the

13 pas t, the grading, and that is grading to uncover

14 indications of cheating. Is that what you had in mind?

15 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. s

16 MR. BLAKEs I would -- presumabl/ then adequate

17 would follow for the same for the future for the next one

18 u n d er C. I would adopt the Staff's view. I think maybe

19 some encompassing a good deal more by wa y o f S R C --

20 JUDGE MILHOLLIN As I understand what the Staff

21 said , they have said that their responsibility for the

22 Category T examination was limited to looking at its

23 technical ad equacy and not to -- and their responsibility

24 did not include that of monitoring the administration of

25 that examination, is that right?

'

,
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(3 1 MS. SWARTZa Exactly. The review we were to do, a s
R)

2 I understand it, was after the fact, after;they had tested

g-) 3 them, af ter the tests were already taken and to see if those
%)

4 exams were Good enough. If they were not good enough, then

5 they were going to -- the Licensee was going to retest those

6 people. -

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Would that include the detection

8 of cheating by duplicate answers?

9 MS. SWARTZ No. We looked at the question, not

10 the answer.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN Very well.

12 MR. BLAKE: I have ao more clarifications.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That disposes of the parties'

(3
k/ 14 reactions to the additional minimum evidentiary

15 presenta tions, which brings us to the schedule. It is

16 necessary to decide the scheduling question as quickly as

17 possible because of the need to reserve hearing space in

| 18 Harrisburg.

l
19 Perhaps the Licensee would like to begin comments

;

t

|
20 on sched uling.

21 MR. CLEWETTs If I may before that, especially to
.

22 the extent there may be difficulty in finding hearing space

231n Harrisburg, would the Special Master consider the

24 possibility of holding these hearings in Lancaster or York

| 25 or some place like th a t which might be close to the area'

(~)T%|
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1 affected by the accident, or there might be a greater chancef~

N)3
2 of finding a hviring room there. I do not know. That is an

3 option to be considered. -

i.

Y2 4 MS. BRADFORD: I would have to object to that. I

5 am sorry. I do not drive, and it would be almost impossible

6or me to get to Lancaster or York using public transit.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: We will take that suggestion

8 under advisement. So, responses to the schedule.

9 MR. BLAKEa Judge Milho111n, I wil1 address this

to one as well.

11 Let me say in general we have no problems and our

12 own thoughts on a schedule were quite close to this. And we

13 had come prepared to propose our own schedule, but we are

/~j 14 going to work from yours and provide some comments.
N

'q_

15 Under the October 2 time frame I would anticipate

16 that we will go away tomorrow with Board rulings on any

17 objections to discovery requests on documents, and that it

18 is your position a t this point that all document requests

19 are to be provided by the parties today and tomorrow absent

20 some later time. Of course, there is always available a

21 Jood sho win g .

22 JUDGE MILHOLLINs That is correct.

23 MR. BLAKEs I am not prepared -- the next October 9

24 date is an opportunity f or other types of discovery

25 requests ; that is, they can be filed up until October 9, and

<~s *
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cm 1that the same -- when you say that the Special Master will
(-),

2 be available to rule to the extent that there are

3 objections, we would be getting together on that time frame,~
t

~ 4 so that again you could react to objections.

5 JUDGE HILHOLLIN: Yes. After having considered the

6 matter further, I think it might be a good idea for us to

7 change the 9 to an 8 so that the documents'would be

8 f urnished on the 8th, and the other discovery requests would

9 be furnished on the 8th, so that you would all have an

10 opportunity to read the submissions which you have received

11 and evaluate the other parties' requests on the 8th and

12 possibly meet together on the 8th to discuss tnem, or

13 perhaps you could wait until the 9th to mee t.

.O
(,/ 14 We might, if the 9 is changed to an 8 -- and I am

15 disposed to change it to the 8th -- we could meet perhaps in

16 + he afternoon on the 9th for purposes of my ruling on

17 objections, and you might be able to meet on the morning of

18 the 9 th.

19 MR. BLAKEs You may have answered the other

20 question that I had. By way of furnish documents you mean

|
21by that to each party who is providing documents to another

| 22 ought to have in the hands of the requesting party those

.

23 dc .uments by now October 8.
1

24 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. That is a good question.
I

25 " Furnish" means in hand. And I am sure that in Harrisburg

'()\s
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1 veteran litigators such as yourselves can exhange documents

2 by hand very reliably. -

3 HR. BLAKE: There is some problem'in the spread3

%-]
4 between Washington and here, but I understand.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So we will amend that to mean

6 furnish meaning in hand delivery of documents by the 8th.

7 Of course, if you deliver them early on the' 8th, that is

8 going to make the discussion on the 8th much better, if you

9 decide to have one. I would encourage you to get together

10 o n the 8 th , perhaps in the af ternoon, to meet. Failing

11 that, the parties probably should be ordered to meet

12 together on the 9th in the morning at a minimum to discuss

13 the submissions which will have been received on the 8th,
p.
k/ 14 and then I would be available on the afternoon of the 9th or

15 could be available.

16 MR. BLAKE: You are anticipating noticing a

17 prehearing for the afternoon of the 9th in an order that

i 18 would direct the parties to get together on +.b2 morning of

19 the 9th, and the prehearing would take place only if there

20 was a need for it?

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. That is my general

22 thought. I hope to have some responses from you on this

23 subject and perhaps suggestions. But yes, that is my
,

24 general thought would be to order you to meet on the 9th in

25 the morning and t. ' n make myself available in the

-

; /~3
| k/
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7s 1 afternoon. Of course, if you resolve everything in the
L]

2 morning, there would be no need for me to be present in the

,7_
3 af ternoon.

'
4 MR. BLAKEa My next observation is with respect to~

5 your October 26th item. Again, by complete discovery what

6 you intended , Judge Milhollin, is that all discovery

7 requests will be answered such that responses are in the

8 hands of the requesting parties by October 26.

9 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes. The intention is to give

to the parties the information they need to begin to draft

11 written testimony by that date, and that would imply that

12 the materials will be delivered by October 26th.

13 MR. BLAKE: Here I should observe that we

D) 14 anticipa ted the possibility that that time frame might be(_
|

| 15 somewhat shorter, but not having even resolved yet between

16 ourselves the discovery requests, I am not prepared at this

17 point to advocate a shorter period of time.

| 18 'Jith respect to the November 2 item, again that is

19 written testimony received not only by the Board but by all

20 parties to this proceeding on that date.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Yes, that is right.

22 MR. BLAKEs And the outlines even of parties who do

!

I 23 not anticipate putting on an affirma tive case but rath9c
|

24 relyino on cross examination for their case would be made
.

25 available to all parties on tha t same ' time f rame; that is,
i

|

[ sm

(_)'
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e(,j 1 received by parties, all parties by November 2.

2 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You are speaking now of trial

3 plans? -

4 MR. BLAKE: I am. Particularly the trial plan

Swhere there is no prepared testimony by that party, all

6 trial plans. .

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I am prepared to hear arguments

8 that trial plans should be made available only to me, so you

9 cannot assume that I mean in there trial plans given to all

10 the parties. I think you have to assume that is undecided.

11 MR. BLAKEs You will not hear that argument from

12 m e , because we will rely necessarily almost entirely on

13 pre pa red testimony, and in fact you will hear the opposite

14 arcument from me, that my only hope of understanding the

15 other side's case will be if you require that those trial

16 plans be made available.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Well, for the time being I think

18 you will have to assume it is ambiguous. I may decide to

19 require trial plans, that they be distributed to everyone,

20 b ut so far that has not been decided.

21 MR. ELAKEs With regard to the Novembe 17 to 21

| 22 time f ra me, you refer in the second item to cross

i 23 examination plans filed by Kevember 10. I have two
|

24 observations -- one, question; two, an observation.

25 My question is whether or not it was your intent

| [h
'

%/

|
|
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r~w 1 that the cross examination plans be filed with you as the
(.)

2 Licensing Board did throughout the proceeding, a practice

3 which we are now f amiliar with in this setting?s
( )
''

4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, that is right.

5 MR. BLAKE My observation is it a ppears that what

6 you had in mind was that by November 10 parties would be

7 required to file cross examination plans for all testimony

8 throughout the two-week period. Actually, while I am not

9 privy to those and it may not make much difference to me in

10 terms of intelligence, but as a practical matter it may be

11 tha t the course of the proceeding dictates that you might,

12 quite f rankly, take a different tack on cross examination.

13 And my sense was that the Boerd found it quite satisfactory

q( > 14 obtaining just one day's or so in advance of an individual

15 witness appearing the cross examination plans by the other

16 par ties.

17 It offered the Boa rd an opportunity to review the

18 cross examination plans and prepare itself for the next

19 day 's af fair. But I would like to suggest that you consider

20 relaxing what I understood here to be an all on November 10

21 requirement to one day in advance of when the witness is

22 anticipa ted .

23 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: My intention was not to require

24 all cross examination plans on November 10. That simply

25 indicater tha t the first cross examination plans are due at

,

n
(/

1

|
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(v"3 1 the beginning of the hearing.

2 MR. BLAKO. So it is somewhat in anticipation of

r'3 3 each witness.
Q

4 My final observation is with regard to the final

5 schedule , the Master 's report r.nd the opportunity for the

6 parties to comment, and then r3 plies to the responses.

7 I wish here we had an opportunity to discuss this

8 with the other parties before I make this observation, but I

9 vill make it now.

10 I would consider and I would hope at least the

11 other parties consider as well whether or not we might even

12 waive that time frame. I understand that the regulations

13 allow this, uut I would have the parties consider since we
O

# 14 go through a proposed findings schedule with the Master,

15 since there are at least currently available opportunities

16 f or continued argument before an Appeal Board ultimately on

17 the reliability of an initial decision, since there are

18 opportunities afforded at this juncture, at least with

19 regard -- before any decision that is going to be allowed to

20 become immediately effective to address the Commission on

21 1t, I wonder whether or not we really need to go through and

22 take up the time that is necessary to go through a proposed

23 finding schedule before you and get another opportunity for

24 comments before the Board, and then finally still standing

25 exceptions before an Appeal Board.

'

f',a
(
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'

1 For goodness sake, we have many, many layers

2 involved in there, and I would at least ask the other

-~ 3 parties to consider whether or not we might waive that

'

4 schedule. -

5 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: I might say that that schedule is

6 in here simply, well, as guidance. It is a prediction

7 rather than a prescription. Technically speaking, I

8 suppose, it is really up to the Licensing Board rather than

9 up to me to decide whether there will be comments by the

10 parties, and if so how long it will be allowed for them.

11 HR. BLAKE: My recollection is that at least in one

12 Licensing Board order they had referred to.that opportunity.

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: All right.
r~
k-) 14 MR. BLAKE: They at least used the phrase.

15 MR. TROWBRIDGE They said there would be such an

16 opportunity. What we are talking about is on doing that.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Does the Staff care to comment on

18 schedule?

19 MS. SWART 24 Yes. We agree wi th the cchedule

20 entirely when it comes to the start of the hearing. We have
1

I 21 a few changes in the middle. We would ask that discovery
1

22 tha t is filed today, responses to that discovery be in the

23 hands of the parties who filed the discovery the 16th of

24 October, and then the rest of discovery, I guess that was
|

| 25 just filed on the 8th and ruled on the 9th, will be filed on

*

(~h
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I the 26th; so discovery still would be completed by them
)v

2 26th. find then --

(7s)
- 3 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: By tha t you woald sa y -- all

'' 4 right. You do not mean documents. You mean discovery c the r

5 than documents.

6 HS. SWARTZ: What I mean is we filed

7 interrogatories today and the Aamod ts filed' interrogatories

8 today; TEIA has. We would answer those questions so they

9 were in the hands of the parties on the 16th. We would ask

10 tha t their interrogatories also be answered on that day.

11 Document requests of course would be due on the 9th.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: On the 8th. .

13 MS. SWARTZs On the 8th, as this schedule states.

I)s(_ 14 Then we would ask that testimony be received by all

15 parties on the 4 th of November. I realize it is only two

16 days, but the Staf f really would like two and a half to

17 three weeks from the end of discovery to when testimony has

18 to be filed, and then the remainder would stay the same,

19 hearings start November 10 to continue through the 21st.

20 We would also make a plea, as Licensee did, for

21 expedited mail service, that by all these dates these things
|
l 22 are in the hands of the parties.

23 That is all.

24 MR. BLAKEs Judge Eilhollin, we are located in

25 Washington, but we have througnout this proceeding allowed

'

(~)NJ
i
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cm I service to be made on us sither at our offices at the firm
(J

2 in Washington or at Three Mile Island through Mr. Wilson.

_ 3 The parties have done that on occasion. That process still

'' 4 allows it to reach us up here or there.

5 JPDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

6 TMIA.

7 MS. BRADFORD: I have a couple of' points of

8 clarification I need. We have now moved to the October 8

9 day, and I am wondering how long we will have for followon

10 discovery.

11 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: That will be one of the subjects

12 I should imagine we will discuss on the 9th. How do you

13 respond to the 16th as a date for making interrogatories due?
,m

(_) 14 MS. BRADFORD: Since TMIA does not have any

15 response , we do not have a problem with that. Our one issue

16--

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Oh, yes. Do you have other

18 comments on the schedule?,

19 MS. BRADFORD: No. Our other point was on the

20 cross examination plan, but that has already been covered.

21 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well.

22 MR. CLEWETT4 We have several points. I think it

23 is a very useful procedure to have the documents and other

24 discovery that has been asked for at this point in time on

25 the 8th so that there is some time to evaluate the documents

*

("x
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(~ 1 and other discovery tha t there might be at 'that time before
b

2 having to make the other discovery requests' on the 9th, so

3 there is some time in between to at least work during the
7-

4 day of the 8th to clarify what other discovery requests we

5 might ha ve.

6 We would be in favor of having all of the things

7 that have been requested today and tomorrov'be due on the

8 8th so that there is the possibility of further fo' Aowon

9 discovery in this somewhat longer period between the 8th and

10 the 26th. For instance, if we should by way of

11 interrogatories discover the need to ask further

12 interrogatories, we would like to have enough time so there

13 was at least the possibility of some followon discover 3
p
V 14 I am not sure of the extent to which the Special

15 Haster and all of us are under extreme time pressure here.

16 We would urge that there be a somewhat longer period for

17 discovery, because of the need to understand a creat deal of

18 inf orma tion , especially speaking for myself having become

19 involved in this proceeding very recently. So we would urge

20 tha t the Special Master consider an extension of the period

21 for discovery.

22 Another point where it would seem to us that some

23 additional time would be very useful is the period of time

24 in between the final deadline for completing discovery and

25 the deadline f or the submitting of written testimony.

.

u/
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() 1 As it currently stands that would be about six

2 days, and if mail is involved in there, it might boil down

3 to the writing of a great deal of testimony in a short time.

4 JUDGE MILHOLLINs How much written testimony do you

5 anticipa te presenting?

6 MR. CLEWETT It is unclear, but I understand there
,

7 will probably be quite a bit.

8 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: How many witnesses?

9 MR. CLEWETTa Well --

10 MR. AAMODTa We are in the process of developing

11 that non , Mr. Chairman. We are attempting to form a panel

12 for one. We are in the process -- as I believe you are

13 aware, we are analyzing an awful lot of documents for

O 14 sia11arity, the cheating. Of course, if we should find

15 several cases early on, why that gives us more time.

16 On the other hand, the amount of time involved

17 here, we do not have any amount of time involved -- we do

18 not have enough time to make it acceptable testimony, so we

19 just do not know. And the need for additional. discovery is

20 something we just do not know.

21 MR. CLEWETTs We would --

22 MR. AAMODTa If I might just ask one thing, we have

23 had some indication already in the analysis we have done

24 tha t the analysis can be truthful.

25 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: So to summarize your remarks up

()
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1 to this point, you would prefer for all discovery requests

2 which have been filed today to be answered by the 8th, is

3 that right?

4 MR. CLEWETT: Yes.

5 JUDGE MILHOLLINs Including what? What do you have

6 in mind specifically? Interrogatories?

7 MR. CLEWETTa Well, to the extent that there have

8 been interrogatories propounded at this point, as well as

9 the documents.

'
10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Perhaps it would be in the

11 interest of orderly proceeding to ask how the other parties

12 would respond to that request.

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We had understood from the
n
U 14 beginning, erroneously apparently, that both interrogatories

15 and document requests were due today. We have prepared our

16 own discovery requests on that basis. They are a mixture of

17 interrogatory and documents. So have Intervenors, so has

18 the Staff, and so has the Commonvcalth.

19 It would be mechanically possible but time
J

20 consuming to try and sort them out. We would be prepared to

21 answer interrogatories, just as we are prepared to furnish

22 documents.
,

23 JUDGE MILHOLLINs So you could comply with that

24 request, tha t all discovery rcr:uested today be delivered by

25 the 8th, all responses.

'

O
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() 1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is a little bit different

2 answer in terms of not having an agreement, a ruling on

3 discovery requests. We have gotten in all the discovery-

,

4 tha t has been asked of us, if it is granted by the Board and

5 insisted upon by the Intervenors, we cannot make October 8.

6 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Very well. So it appears that

7 what I should do now is simply take under advisement the

8 various requests. Then after we decide upon what discovery

9 vill be required tomorrow, we can go back over the dates.

10 MR. TROWBRIDGE That is right.

11 MS. SWARTZ: Could I just make a poirt on what they

12 suggested?

13 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes, you may.

14 MS. SWARTZa The Staff would have a great deal of

15 dif ficulty -- I am not even sure we could respond to the

16 interrogatories that we received today by the 8th. That

17 would require mailing on the 7th, which as somebody pointed

18 o ut to me is three working days.'

19 Also, it was our understanding we =:ere going to

20 have a discovery period . People could get the information

21 they needed, write testimony, go to hearing. It seems what

22 the Intervenors are proposing is we will have a teeny little

23 bit of dis =overy now, and then based on tha t we will have a

24 whole lot of discovery. We will spend the discovery period,
;

25 then a while later we will write testimony, and a while

()
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1 later we will go to hearing, and that was not our{)
2 understanding of what this proceeding was going to be about.

3 We thought it was going to be moving along at quite

4 an expeditious pace, and the schedule that you proposed is

5 that, and we feel the modifications we have made are still

6 expeditious, but it is also still something we can meet.

7 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: You can meet the 16th for

8 interrogatories?

9 MS. SWARTZ Yes.

10 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: But not the 8th.

11 MS. SWARTZ: We doubt it.

12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Go ahead.

13 MR. CLEWETT We only have two other small points.
r

i 14 On the question of cross examination plans, I an

! 15 happy to hear the clarifica tion that they are not all due on

16 November 10.

17 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Yes.

18 MR. CLEWETTs And as to the events that would occur

19 af ter the Special Master's report, just for the record, even

20 if there is no binding decision to be made today or

21 tomorrow, we would appreciate the opportunity to make

22 comments, because as a practical matter given the resource

23 problems of Intervenors, our opportunities as a practical

24 matter are somewhat more limited in terms of the number of

25 opportunities and the number of different ootions we have to

)
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(]) 1 comment. So it would be useful to preserve the ability to

2 comment on the Special Master's report before it goes to the

3 Boarde

4 I do not know the extent to which this achedule

5 would be taken by the Board as the presumptive schedule for

6 this, but to the extent that the first period, which is

7 currently scheduled for January 18, for receiving comments

8 by parties, that would amount, given the time for mailing,

9 would amount to only a very few days for comments. To the

10 extent that might be somewhat, you know, on the order of two

11 waeks instead of one , that would be very useful to us.

12 I guess tha t concludes our comments on the schedule.

13 HR. ADLER: I have two comments.
D(V|

14 First, with respect to October 9, if the parties

15 are to be ordered to meet, that will pose a scheduling

16 conflict for me, and I would simply like to note that M r.

17 Dornsife will be acting on behalf of the Cohmonwealth with

18 your permission. This was a practice that the Board

19 accepted during the regular hearing.

20 Second, I would like a clarification with respect

21 to the trial briefs as to whether that necessarily applies

22 to the Commonwealth. As an interested participant under 10

23 CFR 2.715C, the Commonwealth does not necessarily have a
O
\_) 24 case-in-chief, and we will intend to participate by cross

25 examina. ion and may develop positions on the record as it

()
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(} 1 unf olds. Certainly if we reel tha t there are positions that

2 we are going to take prior to the hearing, -ve will indicate

3 that in a trial brief. ,
,

I

| 4 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: Does that conclude the comments
(

5 by the parties on the schedule?

6 MR. CLEWETT: If I micht make one other request for

7 clarification, in the meeting on October 8 would we be

8 directed to meet at a particular time in a particular place,

9 or would it be just a matter of seeing to it that all of the
.

10 material had arrived by that point to the respectiv'e

11 addresses of the parties?

1 12 JUDGE MILHOLLIN: If you are going.to meet this

13 evening , and I take it you are, then perhaps you could

14 discuss the question of how most efficiently to get toge the r

15 on the 8th or the 9th, and we could discuss that again

16 tomorrow.

17 As I said before, I think a meeting during the

18 morning of the 9th among you would be absolutely necessary
i

19 a t a minimum, but you might find it useful to meet on the

'

20 8 t h . I am reluctant to require you to meet on the 8th, but'
t

21 I would encourage you to agree among yourselves to meet if

22 you think it is mutually beneficial.

23 Are there any further matters?,

24 (No response.)

25 Then we st > tt tdjourned until 9:30 a.m. tomorrow

(
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1 morning.

2 (Whereupon, a t 6: 46 p.m., the prehearing conference

3 was recessed, to be reconvened at 9:30 a.m., the following

O 4 day , Sa t urd a y , October 3, 1981.)
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